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ABSTRACT
Transit Signal Priority (TSP) has been proposed and studied as a control strategy that offers
preferences to transit vehicles at signalized intersections. Conventionally, many challenges have
been identified that are preventing the TSP to be widely deployed, for example, adverse effect on
side streets, and uncertainty of benefit. Closer investigation on these challenges reveals that these
shortcomings are mainly caused by the fact that the logic of conventional TSP is based on data
collected from the past instead of the present. If with real time data, many uncertainties can be
eliminated, and correspondingly, TSP could perform better with higher reliability.
The emerging new system known as connected vehicles is able to feed TSP with present data and
also create many other possibilities for the TSP. In a connected vehicles environment, diagnostic
sensors are installed on every vehicle to collect data and data are being transmitted wirelessly
between vehicles and nearby infrastructures. It no longer has to rely on conventional data
collection equipment, like loop detector or video detections, and it collects much more
information than the conventional ways. Measurements that are previously unknown are now
available, which include but not be limited to: vehicle speeds, positions, arrival rates, rates of
acceleration and deceleration, queue lengths, stopped time and so on.
A system of bus priority techniques is developed, taking advantages of the resource provided by
Connected Vehicles (CV) technology, including two-way communications between the bus and
the traffic signals, accurate bus location detection and prediction, and other information. The
TSP logics allow cooperative control that traffic signal and transit bus work together. The
cooperation requires a bus to travel at a reasonable speed which is recommended based on road
geometry, normal signal timing plan and remaining/expected queue. The TSP strategy used is the
green time reallocation, which only moves green time instead of adding extra green time. The
TSP is also designed to be conditional on certain criteria. Delay per person is used as one of the
most important criterion to decide whether TSP shall be granted. The developed TSP techniques
are able to accommodate: single TSP request at an isolated intersection, bus merging at a
nearside bus stop, multiple conflicting TSP requests at an isolated intersection and bus
progression along a corridor.
The logic developed in this research is evaluated in two ways: with analytical and microscopic
simulation approaches. The proposed TSP techniques are usually compared against two
scenarios: no TSP and conventional TSP. The measures of effectiveness (MOE) used are bus
delay and per person delay of all travelers. Simulation-based evaluation results show that,
compared to conventional TSP, the proposed TSP logic reduces bus delay of a single TSP
request between 9% and 84%, minimizes bus delay during conflicting requests between 5% and
48%, decreases delay of buses progressing along a corridor between 35% and 68%, and cut back
up to 30% of delay buses lose at merging from nearside bus stops. The range of improvement
corresponding to the four different v/c ratios tested, which are 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and 1.0. In most cases,
no significant negative effects are caused by the proposed TSP logic.
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INTRODUCTION
Congestion is becoming more serious every day around the world, especially for cities with
growing population, where demand is rising while road geometry is constrained by existing
architects. To solve this dilemma, one solution is to promote public transportation. By increasing
passenger density, the throughput and capacity of an existing road would be increased. Transit
bus, as a public transportation mode, is presently being utilized in most metropolitan areas. By
nature, transit bus is designed to efficiently move large amount of passengers through areas with
dense population. However, current transit bus system has its shortcoming compared to private
transportation, for example, longer travel time, less reliable and worse comfort. To draw more
riders to the public sector, it is important to improve ridership quality of transit buses. Therefore,
many believe that preference should be placed on transit buses at signalized intersections. By
having signal plan adjusted according to bus arrival, the delay that transit buses spend at
intersections would be reduced, as a result, travel time can be saved and transit quality of service
can be increased. This action of giving preference to transit buses is often referred to as Transit
Signal Priority (TSP).
However, conventional TSP shows a lot of shortcomings and has considerable room to be
improved. Conventionally, TSP is activated when a transit bus sends out a request for TSP when
it is approaching an intersection from upstream. In most of the cases, the strategy of TSP is
simple extension or early start of its original green time. As for which strategy should be used, a
quick calculation is performed on site driven by a bus arrival time model fed with historical data.
If the bus is expected to arrive shortly before its original green time, the green time starts early, if
the bus is expected to arrive shortly after its original green time, the green time is extended.
This kind of the TSP logic has its restriction in many ways. Most importantly, because the data
fed into the model is out dated, the bus arrival time forecast could be severely biased. The false
forecast of bus arrival time could lead to the waste of extra TSP green time and cause
unnecessary but tremendous adverse effect of side streets. Besides, even with extension and early
start, conventional TSP can only cover a small portion of a signal cycle, therefore, a large portion
of buses could not benefit from employing conventional TSP. Apart from that, conventional TSP
rarely deals with conflicting TSP requests of more than 2 buses. And up to now, very few studies
were found researching resolve conflicting TSP calls. Nevertheless, Zlatkovic et al. pointed out
in his paper  that  the  conventional  “first  come  first  serve”  way  of  dealing  with  conflicting  TSP  
request is very inefficient. He proved his argument by proposing a very simple logic which, in
short, always provides priority first to the direction with green phase on (1). Compared to the
conventional  “first  come  first  serve”,  this  simple  logic  already  shows  a  benefit  of  more  than 30%
reduction on traffic delay.
The problems that the conventional TSP bears could be solved by introducing the technology
usually  referred  to  as  “Connected vehicles”.  This  technology  put  diagnostic sensors onto vehicles
and has data collected been transmitted wirelessly between vehicles and nearby infrastructures. It
no longer needs to rely on conventional data collection equipment, like loop detector or video
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detections, and it collects much more information than the conventional approaches.
Measurements that are previously unknown are available, which include but not be limited to:
vehicle speeds, positions, arrival rates, rates of acceleration and deceleration, queue lengths, and
stopped time and so on.
With this extra information, many applications are made possible. These applications are usually
categorized into 3 major kinds: improve safety, enhance mobility and minimize environmental
impact. It is important to understand that not all applications share the same interest from state
and local transportation agencies, but TSP with connected vehicles technology (TSPCV) is one
of the connected vehicles applications that best serve the interests of transportation agencies and
their constituents. According to the AASHTO Connected Vehicles Infrastructure Deployment
Analysis (2), TSPCV is one of the key applications that could enhance mobility. It is also
confirmed by the USDOT which include TSPCV in its list of High-Priority Dynamic Mobility
Applications (3).
TSPCV is worth the attention also because it is one of the few applications that generate benefits
even at the early stage of connected vehicles system rollout. By nature, transit buses are typical
good targets for equipping highly customized electronic devices. According to 2006 data, the
number of transit buses serving in the United States is around 70,000 (2). Therefore, the cost of
investing on TSPCV is relatively modest compared to other applications which require almost
ubiquitous coverage for effectiveness. Let alone the cost, it would still take time for connected
vehicles market penetration reaching an optimum level. It is forecasted by AASHTO research
team that at least 10 years is necessary for connected vehicles to reach 90% of market
penetration (2). This is even an optimistic forecast, given the FHWA predicts 9 years for market
rates to reach 50% and 30 year to 90% (4). The growth rate follows an S-Curve which means
low initial growth, max middle years growth and flatter growth in later years. In other words, a
long period of time shall we observe for connected vehicles market rate rise above 50% and that
is under the assumption of mandatory. In the worst case, if without mandatory, market rate could
possibly level off before it reaches 90%. This is exactly the case with the Anti-Lock Brake
System (2).
The importance of researching TSPCV also lies in the fact that it could be the foundation of ecodriving with connected vehicles technology. This technology, sometimes also referred to as
dynamic eco driving, provides real time driving advice to motorists on both freeway and arterials
based on real time traffic condition and signal phase information. For example, on an arterial, if
the driver learns whether he can make through the next intersection, he would be able to decide
whether he should keep driving or gradually decelerate. Compared to hitting the brakes at the
light, motorists save fuel and reduce emission. This is just one example of eco driving; there are
a lot more possibilities to be explored, while very limited research has been performed.
Although the importance of TSP with connected vehicles (referred to here as TSPCV) has been
identified by most agencies, the mechanism of how TSPCV works is still undefined to all of
7

them. The clearest definition of TSPCV is found in an updated description on USDOT HighPriority Dynamic Mobility Applications (3). This guideline proposes, by equipped with on-board
equipment, transit vehicles should be able to communicate information such as passenger count
data, service type, scheduled and actual arrival time and heading information to roadside
equipment via DSRC. Clearly, this definition is not sufficient for field implementation.
Therefore, in this research, the researcher developed a collection of TSPCV logics that fully
realizes the connected vehicles technology based on two-way communications among multiple
transit buses and traffic signal, and among the transit buses and vehicles. This next generation
Transit Signal Priority (a.k.a. TSPCV) no longer has to rely on conventional TSP sensors. This is
because CV technology provides better real-time information about bus location, and passenger
count to support more TSP possibilities. One can expect that with better data, bus arrival time
could be predicted with higher accuracy. Therefore, with the help of CV technology, the logic of
TSP becomes more  flexible  instead  of  simple  “green  extension”  and  “red  truncation.”  The  CVbased logic grants extra TSP green time more preciously to where it is most needed. The less
waste of extra TSP green time, the less adverse side streets effect would be.
This research also upgrades TSP in terms of bus-signal cooperation. Because 2-way
communication is made possible by DSRC, transit buses not only are able  to  “tell”  the  signal  
where it is, but also get instructions (ex. Speed) from the signal. Hence, in contrast to the current
TSP logic where a bus (or buses) approaching at an intersection sends priority request and the
traffic control tries to accommodate it, this logic requires cooperation from the bus as well. The
cooperation requires a bus to travel at a reasonable speed which is recommended based on road
geometry, normal signal timing plan and remaining/expected queue. The TSP strategy used is the
green time reallocation, in other word, instead of adding additional green time to the original
timing plan this TSP logic splits the original green time and moves part of it to when green time
is most needed by a transit bus (or buses). Furthermore, in addition to the schedule adherence,
the logic accounts for delay per person as a criterion to grant the TSP green time. The delay per
person measurement indicates the trade-off between travel time saved by bus and travel time
wasted by side streets. Therefore, the strategy is expected to have more control on the adverse
side effect than basic  “green extension”  and  “red  truncation” kind of TSP. In this way, we take
advantages of the resource provided by Connected Vehicles (CV) technology, including two-way
communications between the bus and the traffic signal, accurate bus location detection and
prediction, and other extra information.
The remainder of this dissertation is arranged in journal paper format. Each paper covers one
aspect or scenario in terms of TSP with connected vehicles.
The first paper proposes a TSPCV logic designed to accommodate single TSP request at an
isolated intersection. This TSP technology takes advantage of the two-way communications and
additional and more accurate information provided by Connected Vehicle technology. The paper
has been accepted for publication by the Journal of the Transportation Research Record.
8

The second paper demonstrates a bus priority technique that helps transit buses merge back into
traffic from nearside bus stops and reduces delay associated. The paper has been accepted for
presentation by the 21st World Congress on Intelligent Transport Systems.
The third paper presents a method concerning the resolving of 2 or more conflicting TSP
requests. Research has shown that the conventional approach of granting TSP to whichever bus
comes first is a very inefficient way of distributing green time. With more accurate information
of speed and location of every traffic users, the researcher is aiming to find a best way to
distribute green time to buses coming from different directions and cause the minimum overall
delay.
The last paper tackles the problem of the coordination of TSPCV between adjacent intersections.
The research provides methods to secure the mobility benefit generated by intelligent TSP logic
along a corridor so that the bus delay saved at one intersection is not wasted at the downstream
intersections.
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ABSTRACT
Transit Signal Priority (TSP) has been studied as a control strategy that offers preferences to
transit vehicles at signalized intersections. While TSP has been deployed in many places, several
shortcomings such as adverse effect on side streets and uncertainty of benefit have been
identified. Therefore, a new Transit Signal Priority (TSP) logic is proposed to overcome these
shortcomings, taking advantage of the resources provided by Connected Vehicle (CV)
technology, including two-way communications between the bus and the traffic signal controller,
accurate bus location detection and prediction and the number of passengers. The key feature of
the proposed TSP logic is green time re-allocation, which moves green time instead of adding
extra green time. The TSP is also designed to be conditional. That is, delay per person is used as
the most important criterion deciding whether TSP is to be granted.
The logic developed in this research is evaluated in two ways: with analytical and
microscopic simulation approaches. In each evaluation, the proposed TSP is compared against
two scenarios: no TSP and conventional TSP. The measures of effectiveness used are bus delay
and per person delay of all travelers. Simulation-based evaluation results show that the proposed
TSP logic reduces bus delay between 9% and 84% compared to conventional TSP and between
36% and 88% compared to the no TSP condition. The range of improvement corresponding to
the four different v/c ratios tested, which are 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and 1.0. No significant negative effects
are caused by the proposed TSP logic.
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INTRODUCTION
Transit bus, as a transportation mode, is presently being utilized in almost every city around the
world. By nature, transit bus is designed to efficiently move large numbers of passengers through
areas with dense population. Because of this, many believe that preference should be given to
transit buses at signalized intersections. By adjusting the traffic signal plan according to bus
arrivals, the delay that transit buses experience at intersections would be reduced, and therefore,
travel time can be saved and transit service quality can be improved. This action of providing
preference to transit buses is referred to as Transit Signal Priority (TSP).
Conventionally, TSP is activated when a transit bus sends out a request as it approaches a
traffic signal controlled intersection. In most cases, the logic of TSP is a simple extension to or
early start of the originally planned green time. To decide which logic should be used, a quick
calculation is performed on site using a bus arrival time model based on historical data. If the bus
is expected to arrive shortly before the original green time, the green time starts early; if the bus
is expected to arrive shortly after the original green time ends, the green time is extended. This
kind of TSP logic is restricted in many ways. Most importantly, because the data fed into the
model is either outdated or not accurate, the bus arrival time forecast could be severely biased.
The inaccurate forecast of bus arrival time could lead to the waste of extra TSP green time and
cause unnecessary adverse effects on side streets. Additionally, even with extension and/or early
start, conventional TSP green time can only cover a small portion of a traffic signal cycle,
therefore, a large portion of buses may not benefit from the TSP.
To properly address these challenges, a more sophisticated algorithm which would
provide service to a greater proportion of transit buses as needed. This might not be easily
accomplished by using inaccurate and outdated data collected from conventional sensors, such as
loop detectors or video cameras. Therefore, it is necessary to strengthen conventional TSP with
the  new  emerging  “Connected  Vehicle” technology. This technology puts diagnostic sensors
onto vehicles and collects data transmitted wirelessly between vehicles and nearby infrastructure.
Instead of relying on conventional data collection equipment, it collects more accurate
information. Additional measurements that were previously not available include vehicle speeds,
positions, arrival rates, rates of acceleration and deceleration, queue lengths, number of
passengers and stopped time.
With this extra information, many applications would be possible. These applications are
usually categorized into improving safety, enhancing mobility and minimizing environmental
impact. It is important to understand that not all applications share the same priority among State
and local transportation agencies, but TSP with Connected Vehicle (TSPCV) is one of the
Connected Vehicle applications that best serve the interests of transportation agencies and their
constituents. According to the AASHTO Connected Vehicle Infrastructure Deployment Analysis
[1], TSPCV is one of the key applications that would enhance mobility. USDOT also includes
TSPCV in its list of High-Priority Dynamic Mobility Applications [2].
It takes time (i.e., sizable market penetration rate) for Connected Vehicle systems to fully
realize their potential, but TSPCV is one of the few applications that would generate benefits
even at the early stage of a Connected Vehicle system rollout. By nature, transit buses are
typically good targets for equipping highly customized electronic devices. According to 2006
data, the number of transit buses deployed in the United States is around 70,000 [1]. Therefore,
12

the cost of investing in TSP would be relatively modest compared to other applications which
may require almost ubiquitous coverage to realize sizable benefit. Putting aside the cost, it will
take time for Connected Vehicle to reach a certain level of market penetration. The AASHTO
research team forecasts that at least 10 years is necessary for Connected Vehicle to reach 90%
market penetration [1]. This is an optimistic forecast, given that the FHWA predicts 9 years for
market rates to reach 50% and 30 years to reach 90% [3]. The growth rate would follow an SCurve which means low initial growth, max middle years growth and flatter growth in later years.
In other words, a long period of time is expected before the Connected Vehicle market rate rises
above 50% and that is under the assumption of mandatory devices in new cars. In the worst case,
without a mandate, the market rate could possibly level off before it reaches 90%. This is exactly
the case with Anti-Lock Braking Systems [1].
Although the importance of TSP with Connected Vehicle (TSPCV) has been identified
by most agencies, the mechanism of how TSPCV works is yet to be determined. An up-to-date
definition  of  TSPCV  is  found  in  “Updated  description  on  USDOT  High-Priority Dynamic
Mobility  Applications”  [2]. This guideline proposes, by equipping with on-board equipment,
transit vehicles should be able to communicate information such as passenger count data, service
type, scheduled and actual arrival time and heading information to roadside equipment via
Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC). Unfortunately, this definition is not sufficient
for field implementation. This paper describes a potential field implementation of TSPCV.
Research Objective
Therefore, this research would present a new TSP method that will fully utilize Connected
Vehicle technology based on two-way communications between transit buses and traffic signals,
and among transit buses and vehicles. This next generation Transit Signal Priority (TSPCV)
would not have to rely on conventional TSP sensors. This is because CV technology will provide
better real-time information of bus location and number of passengers to support the proposed
TSP logic. It is expected that with better data, bus arrival time could be predicted with higher
accuracy. Therefore, with the help of CV technology, the logic of TSP could be more flexible
instead  of  simple  “green  extension”  or  “red  truncation.”  The  CV-based logic will grant extra TSP
green time more precisely to where it is most needed. The less waste of extra TSP green time, the
fewer adverse side street effects it would cause.
The remainder of this paper reviews the relevant literature, explains the need for research,
states the rationale of TSPCV, presents analytical and simulated test results and findings, and
identifies the contributions.
LITERATURE REVIEW
This literature review was undertaken to understand the need to research this area and to
understand the state-of-the-art of TSP logic. This section organizes the discussion of literature
into three sections: conventional TSP logic, state-of-the-art TSP logic for a one-bus scenario, and
TSP evaluation.
Conventional TSP Logic
For years, Transit Signal Priority has been proposed and studied as an efficient way of improving
transit operations. It provides preference to transit at traffic signalized intersections and has
potential in reducing transit travel time and improving schedule adherence and customer ride
13

quality. Furthermore, it has been discovered that TSP has the ability to cancel out some of the
adverse effects due to outdated timing plans [4]. The technology has been applied in many cities
in Europe, Asia and North America. In the US, Seattle, Portland, Los Angeles, Chicago and
several other large cities have all implemented conventional TSP systems [5].
However, conventional TSP has shortcomings which have limited the promotion of TSP.
One big disadvantage is its adverse effect on side streets. Especially for intersections that are
nearly operating at their capacity, the benefit of adding TSP is controversial [6]. Another
potential challenge of the current TSP is the great uncertainty in bus arrival time prediction. As a
result, longer green time is taken from side streets to ensure that bus can pass the intersection
during TSP green. This increases adverse effects on traffic.
In Canada, a project team consisting of professionals from a wide range of municipalities
representing both traffic and transit agencies once developed a list of issues related to TSP [7]. In
the US, transportation and emergency personnel from the Washington D.C area have identified
questions and reservations against the deployment of TSP systems [8]. Together, a list of needs,
issues and concerns related to TSP was made to guide this research. The list is presented as
follows:
A balance needs to be maintained between transit and non-transit users. It is the goal to
reduce transit signal delay, but it is also important to consider the impact on the side
streets.
Minimizing transit travel time to improve schedule flexibility and reduce operation cost.
Improvement on schedule adherence is as important as travel time saving.
Bus priority system should be included in a larger ITS system with improved rider
information.
State of the Art TSP for One Bus Scenario
To address the shortcomings of conventional TSP technology, research efforts have been
dedicated to find advanced TSP logic. Advanced TSP, also known as intelligent TSP, improves
the logic using three essential aspects: arrival time prediction module, TSP logic library and
selective priority.
For the arrival time prediction module, unlike conventional TSP which uses fixed
location check-in and check-out detectors [6], intelligent TSP takes advantage of AVL systems
that are usually equipped on many transit buses today [5][9] [10][11][12]. The upgraded AVL
hardware does improve the travel time prediction in between bus stops while it is still unable to
help predict dwell time at the bus stops.. In addition to hardware upgrades, Lee et al. [9] took
TSP one step further and proposed to use a high-performance online microscopic simulation
model for the purpose of predicting transit travel time. But the complexity of this model makes it
impractical for a real-time application. Nevertheless, not all prediction models are so
complicated, for example, Ekeila et al. [11] utilized a simple linear model based on historical
data. But the simplicity could result in the sacrifice of accuracy.
A number of new TSP strategies have been added to the TSP logic library. Apart from
the  basic  TSP  strategies  which  are  “green  extension,”  “red  truncation”  and  “phase  skipping”  [9],
green time extension at other phase transitions is made possible with AVL [10], cycle extension
is proposed and found to be beneficial during rush hours [11], compensation is introduced to
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limit the adverse effects on the side streets by cutting or skipping the time from the non-bus
phase, and finally combining TSP consideration into adaptive signal control [5] [12]. All of these
strategies aim for one goal: maximizing the benefit of TSP while minimizing the negative impact
on side streets. But so far, restricted by the limited information regarding bus passenger and
other motorists, more precise strategy like green re-allocation has not been investigated.
Selective priority is also an enhancement to TSP that is meant to reduce adverse effects
on non-transit users. Balke et al. [10] and Skabardonis [13] proposed that TSP logic should
consider selective priority that grant priority only to transit buses that meet certain requirements,
for example, deviation from schedule or average headway. This kind of TSP requires additional
mechanisms to determine if the bus meets the criteria. The mechanism will make sure that no
unnecessary delay is added to non-transit users, for instance, if the bus is on schedule. A
secondary benefit of granting selective priority is less transit travel time variability. Unreliability
in service can increase uncertainty and anxiety among passengers [14]. By improving schedule
adherence, better public transportation service would be achieved. A simulation study on
conditional TSP shows that selective priority would bring statistically significant improvements
of 3.2% in bus service reliability and 0.9% for bus travel time [15]. Christofa [16] and
Mirchandani et al. [17] proposed to condition TSP based on delay of all traffic users. This
rationale of giving higher weight to transit bus, instead of providing bus with absolute priority
shares some similarity with this research. However, closer investigation of Christofa’s and
Mirchandani et al.’s logic revealed that their control algorithm is different from this paper and
they did not take advantage of other CV technology features including two-way communications
between bus and signal facility.
It is noted that there is no completed research strengthening TSP with Connected Vehicle
technology. Currently, there is one ongoing project that aims at designing a multi-modal
intelligent traffic signal system that would operate in a Connected Vehicle environment – the
Multi-Modal Intelligent Traffic Signal System (MMITSS) project [18]. This MMITSS project
investigates TSP at a high level without developing actual algorithms under a connected vehicle
environment.
TSP Evaluations
The benefits of implementing TSP vary significantly from site to site. Table 1 summarizes TSP
benefits and disbenefits from various research efforts. The travel time savings could be as low as
2% [10] or as high as 71% [12]. Therefore, it is necessary to perform an evaluation of new TSP
logic at specific sites before implementation. Although TSP has been installed in many cities, it
appears that very few deployments were followed up and evaluated after installation. The most
common way to evaluate TSP logic is through simulation, only one out of 13 studies investigated
performance benefits based on field testing [19]. Various simulation models have been utilized in
the past: PARAMICS [9], AIMSUN [5], TexSIM [10], VISSIM [11] and [13], NETSIM [4] and
[12] and WATSim [6].
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LOGIC ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION
Based on the background information collected, it is clear that several aspects can be improved
for the current TSP strategies. First, combining TSP with Connected Vehicle technology is
believed to be beneficial. This is because CV technology may provide better real-time
information of bus location and number of passengers to support better TSP performances.
Second, with the help of CV technology, the logic of TSP could be more flexible instead of
simple  “green  extension”  and/or  “red  truncation.”  The  CV-based logic will grant extra TSP green
time more precisely to where it is most needed. The less waste of extra TSP green time, the less
adverse side street effects will be. Third, the logic of TSP should be able to resolve the conflict
between general traffic users and public transportation users and find an optimal balance.
The proposed logic is based on the idea that the bus could cooperate with the traffic signal to
perform TSP. In contrast to current TSP logic where a bus approaching an intersection sends a
priority request and the traffic controller tries to accommodate it without additional interactions,
the proposed logic would include cooperation between the bus and traffic signal controller. The
cooperation would require a bus to travel at a reasonable speed which is recommended based on
remaining/expected queue, road geometry and normal signal timing plan. The proposed TSP
logic would implement the green time reallocation, in other words, instead of adding additional
green time to the original timing plan the proposed TSP logic splits the original green time and
moves part of it to when green time is mostly needed by a transit bus. Furthermore, in addition to
schedule adherence, the logic would account for delay per person as a conditional criterion to
grant the TSP green time. The delay per person measurement indicates the trade-off between
travel time saved by bus and travel time wasted by side streets. Therefore, the logic is expected
to  have  more  control  on  adverse  side  effects  than  basic  “green  extension”  and  “red  truncation.”  
Connected Vehicle (CV) technology will provide two-way communications between the bus and
the traffic signal controller, including accurate bus location detection and prediction, and the
number of passengers. Figure1 shows the architecture of the proposed TSP with Connected
Vehicle technology for the One Bus Scenario with a nearside bus stop. This TSP logic takes
advantage of the cooperation between transit buses and traffic signal to maximize flexibility and
performance of TSP. It also utilizes vehicle level information to control adverse effect on side
streets. The logic is composed of three major components:
1. Arrival time prediction component, in which two time ranges are predicted: bus arrival
time ranges at the bus stop as well as at the subject intersection.
2. TSP timing plan and bus speed calculation component, in which, given the arrival time
ranges, the algorithm generates a timing plan that will have minimum impact on general
traffic users and calculates corresponding recommended bus speed.
3. Logic assessment and implementation component, in which the TSP timing plan will be
compared against the normal signal time (winner overwrites the other) and the
recommended bus speed will be transmitted to the coming bus.
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Arrival Time Prediction Component
One of the great advantages of integrating TSP into a CV system is having more information
with better quality. Most importantly, the passenger counts on buses and potential passenger
counts at the bus stops can be obtained. Utilizing this information, dwell time at the bus stops
can be predicted more accurately.
Another feature of CVs which this study takes advantage of is the two-way
communications between road side equipment (RSE) and traffic users which in this case is the
bus. A CV-equipped bus communicates with traffic signal controller and is capable of receiving
speed instructions. It is assumed that the desired speed of an approaching bus could vary between
10% above and 20% below the speed limit. Therefore, the prediction result generated from this
component is not a fixed number; instead, it is a range of time. The range of arrival time is given
so that the bus can adjust its travel at various speeds to cooperate with TSP strategy.
With the proposed logic, the arrival time is calculated using a simple equation derived
from vehicle physics. The queue in front of bus will be cleared before bus arrives at the stop bar.
Thus, the movement of the bus with a nearside bus stop will be:
𝑇

=𝑇 +𝑇

+𝑇

+𝑇

Where:
Tc: Travel time at near constant speed.
Tdec: Travel time that bus spends decelerating.
Tacc: Travel time that bus spends accelerating.
Tdwell: Time bus stopped at the bus stop (e.g., 30s).
It is noted that a far-side bus stop does not include bus’ deceleration and acceleration before the
intersection. For the arrival time prediction component, upper and lower bounds of arrival time at
the bus stop and at the intersection are calculated to generate an expected range of arrival time.
TSP Timing Plan and Bus Speed Calculation Component
The TSP timing plan is calculated based on the goal that TSP green is inserted exactly where it is
needed for the duration it is needed. The cycle length will be the same even when the TSP green
is inserted, because the TSP green time is spliced from the original green time of the direction of
the bus.  So  strictly  speaking,  the  extra  TSP  green  time  is  “moved”  rather  than  “inserted”  or  
“added.”  TSP  green time is designed such that the bus will catch up with the end of the queue
right at the stop bar of the intersection. The advantage of this approach is twofold:
1. Queue is cleared before the bus arrives at the intersection
2. The inserted green time taken from the certain direction is 100% used in clearing traffic
for that direction. Therefore, theoretically speaking, not a single second is wasted during
the TSP.
The calculation of the real-time queue length estimation presented below is based on the model
developed by Liu [20] which is an extension of shock wave theory.
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The range of predicted bus arrival time was passed on from the last step for TSP timing plan
calculation. Therefore, the computation finds a range of TSP green start time and end time.
While there will be numerous TSP timing plans depending on when the bus arrives, the
following rules were used in calculating TSP timing plan:
1. A TSP green time is preferred to start at the end of phase than to cut into the middle of a
phase  (for  better  safety  and  drivers’  expectation)
2. If a TSP green has to start in the middle of a phase, it is preferred that the bus travels at
its normal speed
3. Minimum green time is required for both the TSP green time and the original timing plan.
Based on these rules, the algorithm finds optimal TSP start and end times from the time
range that TSP can possibly start and end. A mathematical model is run every time a TSP request
is received, it find the value of choice variables G1before, G2before, G3before, and TTSPend to minimize
total person delay at the intersection for three signal cycles. It is noted that three cycles were
used to be long enough to capture residual effects caused by TSP and be short enough not to
include another TSP, given three cycles of 160-second cycle is about the minimum headway
between buses. The objective function estimating total person delay can be expressed as follows:
The choice variables include: G1before, G2before, G3before, and TTSPend.
Minimize  (  

𝐷 ∗ 𝑂𝑐𝑐 +

𝐷

∗ 𝑂𝑐𝑐

)

Which subject to:
(𝐺

+𝐺

)+𝐺
𝑇

+𝐺

= 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡
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𝑇

=𝐺

≤𝑇
𝑇

=
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𝐺

𝐺
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=0
=0
=0
=0

Where:
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Di: Delay of vehicle i
Dbus: Delay of bus
Occi: Occupancy on vehicle i
Occbus: Occupancy on the bus
Gjbefore: Green time for phase j (1, 2, or 3) before TSP green
Gjafter: Green time for phase j (1, 2, or 3) after TSP green
GTSP: TSP green time
Gremain: Remaining green time for lane group with bus after taking out the TSP green
Gmin: minimum green time requirement
TTSPend: End time of TSP green
TTSPs ：Start time of TSP green
TBAlow : Lower bound of bus arrival time range
TBAup : Upper bound of bus arrival time range
Once the timing plan is generated, the recommended bus speed could then be computed so
that bus would travel through the intersection right after the queue in front is cleared and before
TSP green phase ends.
Then, for the scenario with a nearside bus stop, there will be an extra step to update timing
plan  in  case  of  extraordinary  high  volume.  Since  a  bus  stop  is  located  on  a  bus’  way  to  the
intersection, it is possible that the queue in front could block the bus from loading and unloading.
Then the previously predicted arrival time would not be accurate any more. In that case, the bus
would miss the inserted TSP green. This situation cannot be anticipated until the speed of bus is
found. Therefore, after the recommended speed of bus is computed, the logic is designed to
double check if queue spillback happens with the initial TSP timing plan. In case queue spillback
does happen, the TSP timing plan would be adjusted so that bus can get to the stop without
impedance. However, the bus will have to wait for the normal green time to traverse through the
intersection after it finishes loading and unloading.
Logic Assessment and Implementation Component
After  a  TSP  timing  plan  is  determined,  the  algorithm  would  compare  the  “with  TSP”  scenario  
against  the  “normal  timing”  scenario.  Since  the  number  of  passengers  on  board  is  likely  to  be  
known under the CV environment, person delay performance measure is to be used. The person
delay will be calculated for three consecutive signal cycles starting from the TSP implemented
cycle. In this study, a TSP timing plan would be only implemented when its corresponding
person  delay  is  less  than  the  “no  TSP”  scenario.
During implementation, two major steps are conducted. First, an instruction is given to a bus
about the desired recommended speed. Second, a buffer green time is possibly given to a bus in
case a bus is not expected to make it to the intersection. The TSP green time would be extended
up to 5 seconds to accommodate the random delay.
EVALUATIONS
Both analytical tests and simulation evaluations have been performed for the proposed TSP as
well as conventional TSP and no TSP cases. The test network is a calibrated VISSIM model of
the intersection at Emmet St. and Barracks Rd. in Charlottesville, VA, as shown in Figure 2.
Vehicle volumes and turning movements are actual morning peak-hour data collected from the
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site. In order to verify that the findings from the experiment are consistent with various
congestion levels, a sensitivity analysis is also conducted. Four scenarios are tested: v/c=0.5,
v/c=0.7, v/c=0.9 and v/c=1.0. Although there are currently no buses passing through the
intersection, the research assumes a bus is traveling NB on Emmet St. with a mid-block bus stop
located 750 feet upstream of the intersection. The speed limit on Emmet St. is 40 mph, therefore,
buses are allowed to travel within the speed range between 30mph and 45 mph. The TSP logic is
activated when buses pass 0.5 mile upstream of the intersection.
Both analytical tests and simulation evaluations compared three scenarios: without TSP
(NTSP), conventional TSP (CTSP) and TSP with Connected Vehicle (TSPCV). The
conventional TSP logic compared here is TSP with AVL and an on board passenger counting
system. In other words, CTSP is the state-of-the-art TSP plus a more accurate bus arrival time
forecast module. The difference between CTSP and TSPCV is that the logic CTSP utilizes is a
simple one (green extension only) with no cooperative interactions between the bus and the
traffic signal controller. The CTSP will grant 10-second extra green time to buses which arrive
within 10 seconds of the end of normal green time. In case the bus could not make through the
intersection within that 10 seconds, CTSP will add to the previous 10 seconds with up to 5
seconds to accommodate the late arrival. The logic follows the real implementation in the
Northern Virginia [21].
Analytical Test
The cycle length at the intersection is 160 seconds. Assuming a TSP can be activated at any
given second, there are 160 possible situations. Travel time for bus and for all traffic users are
calculated for these 160 situations. FIGURE 3 shows bus travel times associated with various
buses activating TSP over the cycle length at the intersection. The blue bars are bus travel time
without TSP and red bars are travel time with TSPCV. It is observed that two scenarios overlap
with each other for some portion of the chart. This is when a bus would travel through the
intersection within the original green time without any impedance. Therefore, it is reasonable to
see maximum time saving occurs right after the end of original green time and the savings
decrease with time.
Another interesting observation is that bus travel time with TSPCV fluctuates with time.
This is due to the rule specifying TSP is preferred to start from the end of phase than to cut into
the middle of a phase or the minimum green time requirement. In these cases, the bus would
have to travel faster or slower than at its normal speed. As a result, travel time varies, but still,
transit buses are not stopped at the intersection.
While the conventional TSP is not shown in Figure 3 to keep the figure clean and more
comprehensible, the pattern can be easily anticipated. Since the logic of conventional TSP is to
extend green for extra a few seconds to let buses arriving right after the original green pass the
intersection, the travel times of buses that arrive right after the dent (between 75 seconds to 85
seconds in FIGURE 3) would be as low as that of TSPCV condition (red bars). Hence, it can be
expected that the travel time pattern of CTSP would be very similar to that of without TSP
scenario with couple of the highest  blue  columns  behind  the  dent  drop  to  the  red  columns’  height.  
The number of lowered bars would depend on how many seconds the TSP is allowed to extend
the green time. But no matter how many seconds CTSP is extended, the delay time saving of
conventional TSP would be less than that of TSPCV.
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TABLE 2 shows a comparison of analytical delay among three scenarios: without TSP
(NTSP), conventional TSP (CTSP) and TSP with Connected Vehicle (TSPCV). The person
delay is the average delay of all traffic users over three cycle lengths and then averaged over all
160 situations. The bus delay is the average bus waiting time of all 160 situations. The field
collected volume is at v/c=0.9 level. The results of a sensitivity analysis of other v/c ratios are
presented and will be discussed in detail in the following section. In summary, during the
morning peak, the proposed TSP logic (TSPCV) would reduce bus delay by 89.7% and reduce
total delay by 5.6%. In the same conditions, the conventional TSP would only reduce bus delay
12.6% and not reduce total delay. Intuitively, one may expect TSP to cause extra delay to the
overall traffic, but this may not always be true. Because of the TSP green time, vehicles on the
major street are being released on a higher frequency. As a result, the delay polygon would be
smoothed out and never reach the old maximum. Thus, total delay would actually decrease,
given the volume is not over saturated. In addition, considering the higher passenger density on
bus, the time saving from bus riders will likely reduce the overall delay.
Simulation-based Evaluation in VISSIM
While the analytical test results show significant benefits under the proposed TSP logic, it does
not consider any variability due to vehicle interactions and inter-arrival times. A microscopic
traffic simulator can assess the performance of the proposed TSP under more plausible
conditions. The microscopic simulation software package VISSIM [22] is used to evaluate the
proposed TSP logic under a Connected Vehicle environment. A COM interface is used to assess
information that would be available within a Connected Vehicle environment. The evaluation is
performed under the assumption that only transit buses are connected to traffic signal controller
and other traffic users do not have CV equipment. In other words, 0% CV market penetration
except for buses. The end of queue is estimated based on incoming vehicles and outgoing
vehicles at the intersection. Detailed algorithm can be found in the model developed by Liu [20]
which is an extension of shock wave theory. Therefore, the data extracted via COM interface [23]
would only be speed and position of bus, number of passengers on board, number of potential
passenger at the bus stop, number of vehicles passing the intersection and volume from all four
approaches. Also, the COM interface is used to change signal timing plan during the simulation.
All programs are coded in Microsoft EXCEL VBA.
As noted, the test network is a calibrated model of the intersection at Emmet St. and
Barracks Rd. in Charlottesville, VA. Vehicle volumes and turning movements are actual
morning peak-hour data collected from the site. Bus dwell time at the stop is 30 seconds average
with a standard deviation of 2 seconds. A transit bus is designed to arrive every 494 seconds.
Given the cycle length is 160 seconds at the intersection; the interval of bus arrival is about 3
cycles. During the evaluation, the team discovered that the simulation evaluation of CTSP could
be easily biased. In order to include as many arrival scenarios as possible, the headway between
buses should not be an exact multiple of signal cycles. Otherwise, all buses would arrive at the
same specific time relative to the signal cycle. Therefore, there should be a small offset added to
the arrival interval to include various arrival scenarios. But, if this offset is less than TSP green
extension time, and because the TSP extension causes the original green phase to shift the same
direction as the bus arrival time, as long as one bus gets TSP, all following buses would be
included in the green phase. Therefore, this research purposefully designed the offset to be 14
seconds so that a sequence of buses will arrive at various times relative to signal cycles without
causing the domino effect; hence the simulation result would be less biased.
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The simulation based evaluations also compared three scenarios: without TSP (NTSP),
with conventional TSP (CTSP) and TSP with Connected Vehicle (TSPCV). Each scenario ran at
least five times with different random seeds. It is ensured that the results show statistical
significance with a 95% confidence level and 5% tolerance error. The sample size computation
formula documented in the Traffic and Highway Engineering textbook written by Garber and
Hoel [24] was used. Five runs are sufficient in this case.
The simulation based results shown in Table 3 support the results from analytical tests.
Delay per person is approximately on the same level for all three scenarios and so is the bus
delay. Although the delay of all traffic users for conventional TSP is slightly lower than the
analytical result, statistical tests show that the three scenarios do not have statistically significant
difference on delay of all traffic users. Therefore, the simulation results are consistent with those
of the analytical model in terms of person delay. For bus delay, CTSP seems to perform better
than expected while TSPCV performs a bit worse than expected. Closer investigation shows that
this phenomenon is caused by the bias of CTSP simulation evaluation. Although the bus arrival
time has been designed to shift 14 seconds every time a new bus comes to minimize the bias, this
bias cannot be eliminated. Because the CTSP green shifts the green cycle 10-15 seconds the
same direction as bus arrival time, their synchronization increases with the number of buses
helped by CTSP. But this would not be the case in real world as bus arrival time and green cycles
do not shift in the same direction. As for TSPCV, the lower than expected performance is caused
by a couple of buses that do not make through the intersection within TSP green time due to
randomness of traffic and dwell time at the bus station.
The TSP with Connected Vehicle (TSPCV) shows better performance over the
conventional TSP in terms of bus travel time savings. It reduces the bus delay by 50.0%
compared to conventional TSP and 60.1% compared to NTSP condition.
This research also compared the standard deviation of bus travel times as a measurement
to represent the reliability of bus service. Table 3 demonstrates that TSPCV improves reliability
of bus service while CTSP is actually less reliable than no-TSP condition. However, the
statistical tests show that the reliability difference between NTSP and CTSP is not statistically
significant.
Sensitivity Analysis on Congestion Levels
In order to verify that the findings from the experiment are consistent with various congestion
levels, a sensitivity analysis is conducted. Since the field collected volume data is at v/c ratio 0.9,
three other scenarios are tested: v/c=0.5, v/c=0.7 and v/c=1.0. The results have been presented in
TABLE 2 and Table 3.
Both analytical and simulation evaluation results show similar trends with respect to how
TSPCV performs under various congestion levels. In terms of bus delay at the intersection,
TSPCV always reduces bus delay compared to conventional TSP and NTSP conditions. It should
be considered that the analytical evaluation is to obtain upper ceiling benefits, while the
simulation evaluation is to assess expected performance under real world implementation.
When the congestion level is low, TSPCV would help reduce bus delays up to about 90%
compared to NTSP under VISSIM simulations. As the congestion level rises, the benefit of
TSPCV decreases, while no extra delay is caused. This is because the algorithm is designed to be
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conditional on person delay. When the volume becomes closer to the capacity, less portion of the
green time will be granted to TSPCV to prevent TSP from causing extra delay on other travelers.
As a result, the benefit would drop correspondingly, while adverse effects on side streets would
still be kept under a certain level. It is interesting to see that even when v/c ratio equals to 0.9,
the benefit of TSPCV is still significant and drops dramatically when v/c becomes 1.0. However,
even when v/c=1.0, TSPCV is still superior to conventional TSP.
As noted, per person delay at the intersection is a measurement that reflects adverse effects
caused by TSP. When examining the results, both CTSP and TSPCV did not cause additional
person delay at various v/c ratios. For low v/c ratio scenarios (v/c<0.9), TSPCV person delays
are lower than those of CTSP. As the congestion level increases, the difference of person delay
between TSPCV and CTSP decreases and eventually becomes statistically insignificant.
CONCLUSIONS
To address challenges identified in the current TSP strategies, a next generation TSP logic based
on Connected Vehicle technology is proposed. This new TSP takes advantage of the two-way
communications and additional and more accurate information provided by Connected Vehicle
technology. Based on the simulation results, it can be concluded that the proposed TSP provides
buses with more accuracy and better effectiveness. Furthermore, it accommodates a higher
percentage of transit buses than conventional TSP. Its performance is compared against
conventional TSP (CTSP) and no-TSP (NTSP) conditions under various congestion levels. The
results show that the TSPCV would greatly reduce bus delay at signalized intersection without
causing negative effects on side streets.
The performance of TSPCV was evaluated under various congestion conditions,
including near capacity volume condition. The results show that, at all congestion levels,
TSPCV outperforms both CTSP and NTSP conditions. Although the benefit would be small
during peak hour, little adverse effects on side streets are expected. Hence, it will no longer be a
must for local agencies and DOTs to perform a study of LOS and/or V/C ratio for potential TSP
intersections before installation.
The last important point to make is that TSPCV is one of the few ITS applications that would
generate benefits even at early stages of Connected Vehicle technology deployment. The
quantitative evaluation performed in this research is based on the assumption that only buses are
equipped with Connected Vehicle technology (i.e., DSRC) devices. This feature also brings out
another character of TSPCV that its deployment cost is moderate compared to other Connected
Vehicle applications: the application only needs equipment upgrades on buses and traffic signal
controllers. Thus, TSPCV could be a good starting point to promote Connected Vehicle
technology.
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TABLE 1 Summary of TSP Benefits/Disbenefits
Location
Newark, NJ

TSP Type
Conventional

Measurements
Travel
Time

Minneapolis

TSP with
AVL

Bus Travel
Time

Ann Arbor,
Michigan

Conventional

Delay

Hypothetical
Intersection

TSP with
AVL

Hypothetical
network with 3
intersections

TSP with
AVL

Vancouver
Hypothetical
Intersection

TSP with
AVL
Adaptive
TSP

Arlington, Virginia

TSP with
AVL

Portland, OR

Conventional

Average
Bus Delay

Bus
Auto (Main
St)
AM Peak
PM Peak
Bus
Auto
Non Peak
Peak

Side Street Delay
Veh in
Bus's
Direction
Cross Street
Bus Travel Time
Cross Street Delay

Stop
Delay

Total Delay
Reliability
Bus Travel Time
Per Veh
Total
Delay
Per Person
Bus Travel Time
On-Time Performance
Priority Bus Delay
Bus Intersection Stops
Bus Travel Time
Bus Travel Time
Bus Travel Time
Stopped Delay/Vehicle

Seattle, WA

Conventional

Los Angeles, CA

Conventional

Bremerton, WA

Conventional

Chicago, IL

Conventional

Bus Travel Time

Northern Virginia

TSP with
AVL

Bus Travel Time

Result
10%- 20%
decrease

Reference
[4]

5%-10% decrease
12- 15% decrease
4- 11% decrease
little benefit
increase
24.81% decrease
-28.92%
23.30%-55.23%
increase
6%-10% decrease
2% - 26%
33%
Not significant
3.04%-71.03%
decrease
3.20%
-0.90%
1%
0.60%
10% decrease
8%-10%
improvement
34% decrease
24% decrease
8% decrease
8%-10% decrease
10% decrease
Insignificant
2-3-min decrease
from 13-17 min
Insignificant
benefit

[5]
[6]
[9]

[10]
[11]
[12]

[14]

[19]
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TABLE 2 Analytical Delay Comparison
v/c
ratio
0.5
Bus
0.7
Delay
0.9
(Sec)
1.0
Delay per 0.5
0.7
person
(Sec)
0.9
1.0

NTSP

CTSP

57.7
57.7
57.7
57.7
46.8
46.8
49.5
51.1

50.3
50.3
50.4
51.1
46.8
46.8
49.5
51.1

TSPCV N/TSPCV C/TSPCV
5.3
5.3
5.9
27.1
44.1
44.1
46.7
48.3

-90.8%
-90.8%
-89.7%
-53.0%
-5.6%
-5.6%
-5.6%
-5.6%

-89.5%
-89.5%
-88.3%
-46.8%
-5.6%
-5.6%
-5.6%
-5.5%

TABLE 3 Simulation Delay Comparison
MOE
Bus Delay
(Sec)
Delay per
person
(Sec)
STDDEV
(sec)

v/c ratio
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.0
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.0

NTSP
39.1
40.6
45.4
48.7
36.1
37.6
42.8
52.0

CTSP
27.5
29.2
36.3
34.0
33.0
34.7
39.2
44.5

TSPCV
5.6
4.8
18.1
30.9
30.9
33.2
40.3
45.7

All
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N/TSPCV C/TSPCV
-85.7%
-79.7%
-88.3%
-83.7%
-60.1%
-50.0%
-36.5%
-9.2%
-14.3%
-6.2%
-11.6%
-4.3%
-5.9%
2.6%
-12.0%
2.8%
-16.1%

-18.8%
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FIGURE 1 One bus scenario with nearside bus stop.
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FIGURE 2 Study site—Emmet St and Barracks Rd intersection, Charlottesville.
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FIGURE 3 Bus travel time (without TSP compared to TSPCV).
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ABSTRACT
Many bus stops in the urban area in the US are near-side. A major limitation of near-side bus
stop is that buses lose time when they exit the near-side bus stop to make a sharp serpentine
merging maneuver to continue through the intersection. A potential solution to this limitation is
to add a queue jumper lane to near-side bus stop. This paper investigates multiple designs of
queue jumper at the bus stop including one recently implemented in Arlington County, VA. Then
an enhanced queue jumper lane at near-side bus stop (i.e., queue jumper bus stop) with
Connected Vehicle (CV) technology is proposed and evaluated. A microscopic traffic simulation
based evaluation reults indicated that the bus stop with CV saves the bus delay by about 30% and
outperforms other alternatives by at least 15%. Additionally, queue jump bus stop with CV
shows no adverse effect on other traffic users.
Key words: Queue Jumper Lane; Near-side Bus Stop; Intelligent Transportation System;
Connected Vehicle; Bus Priority; Delay
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INTRODUCTION
Bus stops are generally categorized into three kinds: near-side, far-side, and mid-block. They all
have scenarios where they are more beneficial than the other stops. Although, each kind of bus
stop has advantages and disadvantages, near-side is found to be the most commonly used in
many highly populated areas such as Houston and Washington D.C. (1). As a matter of fact, the
majority of D.C. bus stops are near-side and 80% of Houston's are near-side (2). Hence, the
performance of a near-side  bus  stop  greatly  influences  the  overall  performance  of  a  city’s  transit  
system.
By definition, near-side bus stops are stops that are located immediately before an intersection.
These stops are commonly utilized if there are a great number of pedestrians on the near-side and
heavier traffic on the far-side of the intersection. Near-side stops may also be particularly
worthwhile if the bus route requires a right-hand turn at the intersection. The main
disadvantages to near-side bus stops as far as traffic flow is concerned are: 1, buses conflict with
right-turning vehicles, it is very difficult for them to merge back in with traffic after dwelling; 2,
queues can potentially prevent buses from entering the bay in peak traffic hours. These
downsides cause a great increase on bus delay. By solving these problems, the performance of a
city’s  transit  system  would  be considerably improved. Therefore, it is necessary to come up with
a mechanism to help buses with near-side stops reach bus stops fast and make efficient merging
maneuver.
One potential solution is to add Queue Jumper Lane (QJL) to the near-side stops. Queue jumper
lane is a short lane that allows buses or other high priority vehicles to bypass the accumulated
queues at intersections. It is usually accompanied by a traffic signal that allows all the transit
buses in the queue jumper lane to leave before the vehicles in the other lanes. Essentially, if a
bus arrives at the near-side stop while the traffic signal is red, it would receive a head-start on
other vehicles at the intersection.
A new emerging system known as connected vehicles is able to provide real-time traffic data and
thus create many possibilities. In a connected vehicles environment, diagnostic sensors are
installed on every vehicle to collect data and data are being transmitted wirelessly between
vehicles and nearby infrastructures. It would no longer have to rely on conventional data
collection equipments, like loop detectors or video detections, and it collects much more
information than the conventional ways. Measurements that are previously unknown are now
available, which include but not limited to: vehicle speeds, positions, arrival rates, rates of
acceleration and deceleration, queue lengths, stopped time and so on. By taking advantage of
these extra information, more advance queue jumper lane mechanism can be developed.
Currently, no study has been conducted in the US regarding performance of near-side bus stop
equipped with queue jumper lane, since queue jumper lane is usually considered as a supplement
for transit signal priority (3) instead of a bus stop design. When it comes to bus stop design,
most studies have focused on determining the optimum location of a bus stop (4-6) . There is
only one study tested the performance of bus stop with queue jumper lane and significant benefit
was discovered when volume was above 250 vphpl. However, the bus stop investigated was a
far-side bus stop and the queue jumper lane design was a simple infrasture without signal priority.
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Several analyses have evaluated the efficiency of Transit Signal Priority (TSP) with queue
jumper lanes. In a VISSIM microscopic simulation comparing TSP with and without queue
jumper lanes, the results showed that adding the queue jumper lane reduced bus delays by up to
50% (7, 8) . The other factors, such as intersection, minor, and major street delays were not
significantly affected by the addition. In other words, providing buses with early green benefits
more when they have their own queue jumper lane. The study also found that TSP with queue
jumper lane was much more efficient with the bus stop located closer to the jumper lane.
However, the study only addressed the conditions that queue jumper lane was placed
downstream of a bus stop. Therefore, this design would not benefit buses that need to merge
back into traffic from near-side bus stop. In addition, this previous study focused mainly on TSP
logic. Queue jumper lane was merely one part of a large signal priority system. They did not
evaluate the impact of queue jumper lane on near-side bus stop performance.
A research analyzing the addition of jumper lanes to already existing signal priorities noted that
without jumper lanes TSP did not work well during peak hours, when it was needed the most (9).
A major merit of queue jumper lanes would be their efficiency at peak hours, when normal TSP
struggles. A possible disadvantage, however, was the possibility of the jumper lane being
blocked off because the normal queue was so long. This problem can be resolved through
moving the bus stop to the beginning of the lane, or extending the lane. Again, same as the
previous research, they did not address the condition when a bus stop is located right next to the
intersection.
Researchers at FIU tested queue jumper lanes containing multiple TSP strategies, traffic volumes,
and dwell times (10). They found that queue jumper lanes without TSP were ineffective in
reducing delays. Basically, even if there is a specific lane just for buses, but without phase
insertion or early green, no benefit would be gained. However, the TSP logic proposed in that
research was complicated. It is possible that a queue jumper lane might function well without
sophisticated TSP logic. Therefore, it is beneficial to analyze how helpful implementing simple
head-start phase insertion in combination with queue jumper lane is when dealing with current
near-side bus stops.
The review of the research activities on the queue jumper lane implies the following findings.
Firstly, there is no systematic investigation completed merely for near-side bus stop with queue
jumper lane, nor is quantitative study performed to evaluate the recently implemented near-side
bus stop with queue jumper lane. However, it is important to understand the nature of queue
jumper bus stop facility and find out whether it has an adverse effect on other traffic users.
Secondly, the current implemented QJL offers the possibility of improvement by introducing CV
technology. By taking advantage of the resources provided by CV, including two-way
communications between the bus and the traffic signal controller, more efficient mechanism can
be developed. Finally, the Arlington queue-jumper near-side bus stop has separated right turn
lane and queue jumper lane. It is not always possible to obtain such geometry in the US,
especially in the metropolitan area where space is constrained. Therefore, it is valuable to
determine whether combining the only existing right turn lane with queue jumper lane is
beneficial enough to warrant widespread implementation.
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Goals and Objectives
In summary, the objectives of this paper are three-fold.
1. Validate the existing facility in Arlington using a microscopic traffic simulation.
2. Propose an enhanced queue jumper bus stop using CV technology.
3. Test other feasible innovative alternatives of realizing queue jumper function on nearside bus stop.

STUDY SITE
Arlington County in Virginia, USA recently implemented a queue-jumper signal with a bus-only
phase on southbound Glebe Road at Henderson. The location was problematic due to the need
for a bus exiting the near-side bus stop to make a sharp serpentine merging maneuver to continue
through the intersection. A dual right-turn lane was converted to a bus-only bus stop zone and, a
right-turn lane to the left of the bus zone. Inductive loops in the bus-only zone detect stopped
buses and a 7-second bus-only phase would then be inserted before the normal southbound Glebe
through movement. During the bus-only  phase,  a  “NO  RIGHT  TURN”  sign  is  illuminated  and  a  
green ball is shown that is louvered to be visible only from the bus zone. While the addition of
this queue jumper lane function receives positive feedback from the bus drivers, the design is not
supported by engineering and/or scientific study. One of the major concerns is whether this
mechanism causes adverse effect to other traffic users. In other words, quantitative performance
of this new facility is not available, nor is the impact of this design on the general traffic.
The intersection used in this study is located at the Glebe and Henderson intersection in
Arlington County, VA. It is the only intersection in the United States that currently has a queue
jumper lane setup on a near-side bus stop. It is a high volume intersection with 1500 vph coming
from southbound, which is about 84% of the capacity. The queue jumper lane is in the southbound direction, and an extra bus only lane is located to the right of the right-hand turn lane.
The near-side bus stop is right before the traffic light, making it more convenient for pedestrians,
but more difficult to determine when the early green (for queue jumper lane) should be given.
While CV technology would help assigning early green more accurately and efficiently.
Figure 1 shows the geometry of the study site. The north and south bound directions have two
lanes each. The southbound expands to four lanes before the intersection including a right-turn
lane and a queue jumper lane. The northbound remains two before the traffic light. The east and
west bound directions have less traffic, and therefore less green time every cycle. They both
have two lanes approaching the intersection. The westbound expands to three lanes before the
intersection including an exclusive right-turn lane and a left-turn lane.
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Figure 1 Study site geometry

SCENARIO DESIGN
As noted, this study assesses existing queue jumper bus stop in Arlington County and to compare
it with Connected Vehicle (CV) and no queue jumper lane case. CV allows the bus to
communicate with the traffic controller when it is ready to leave, which would be beneficial if
the bus stop is at a traffic light. These two scenarios are to be compared to a control of queue
jumper lane without the transit signal priority. The goal is to test how beneficial queue jumper
lanes are when paired with phase insertion signal priority, and to test whether or not utilizing CV
with queue jumper lanes is feasible.
The third objective involves removing the extra queue jumper lane and installing queue jumper
lanes in right-hand turn lanes. Since not many intersections are with dual right turn lane, and
making geometry changes is costly. It is our goal to achieve a better understanding whether
combining the only existing right turn lane with a queue jumper lane is beneficial enough to
warrant widespread implementation. In this model, both buses and right-hand turning traffic
share the lane. This model is designed to emulate current transit bus stop setup, and to measure
the effectiveness of making the right turn lane into a queue jumper lane as well. While this
model no longer resembles Glebe and Henderson, it is a decent replica of stops around the
country. When the right-hand turn lane is also used as a queue jumper lane, the right-hand
turning vehicles receive an early green as well if there is a bus in the queue. Ideally, the bus
would move to the front of the queue because of vehicles turning right on red. Our research will
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determine how beneficial it is to turn an existing right turn lane into a right turn and queue
jumper combined lanes.
The following is a detailed description of all five scenarios tested. In short, the first three
scenarios are based on the existing road geometry in Arlington County, while the rest two
scenarios are under different road geometry, or the intersection with the queue jumper lane
removed.
The first scenario represents the current conventional jumper lane bus stop as it currently is. The
general algorithm for this scenario is that at the beginning of every cycle, right before the south
bound direction traffic light turns green. If a bus is at the front of the jumper lane, an early green
of 7 seconds is given. No early green is awarded when no bus is detected. This scenario is
referred to as normal queue jumper bus stop (Normal).
The second scenario is the proposed enhanced queue jumper bus stop with the addition of the
Connected Vehicle (CV) technology. The objective of this advanced mechanism is not only to
reduce bus delays, but also to reduce the delays that queue jumper lanes cause to other vehicles.
In this scenario, with CV technology, two-way communications between a bus and traffic signal
controller is taken advantage of. When a bus arrives at the bus stop, it estimates its dwell time
based on potential passenger count at the bus stop, and transmits this information to the signal.
Then the signal will decide whether to grant queue jumper green to guarantee that a bus does not
receive an early green unless it is ready to go. Also, when there are multiple buses requesting for
queue jumper green, the algorithm increases the green length (3 seconds more per bus in this
study) according to the number of requests. Theoretically, this queue jumper with CV algorithm
potentially prevents a bus from impeded by the queue accumulating during the head start green
for bus (if the bus is dwelling and does not take advantage of the head start). This algorithm also
saves time for following buses when multiple buses come at the same time and minimize
unnecessary delay caused to general traffic. This scenario is referred as queue jumper with CV
(CV).
The third scenario is a control scenario, or the queue jumper bus stop setup without a transit
signal priority. This assesses how beneficial giving transit buses phase insertion is when a queue
jumper lane already exists. The objective of this scenario is to determine the magnitude bus
delay is reduced by the addition of the signal priority. This scenario is referred as no queue
jumper (NO).
The fourth scenario is another control. It is the baseline for the fifth scenario and is essentially a
normal intersection with a bus stop in the right turn lane. The goal of this scenario is to imitate
as many current near-side stops as possible. This scenario is referred to as joint lane without
queue jumper (JL_NO).
The final scenario is an innovative alternative design of queu jumper bus stop. It is a modified
version of the fourth scenario with the addition of queue jumper function on the right turn lane.
Its purposes are to measure the effectiveness of a queue jumper lane when it is used in a right
turn lane, and to determine whether it would be beneficial enough compared to adding an extra
queue jumper lane. Assuming queue jumper lane with signal priority decreases delays both
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“with  extra  lane”  and  “without  extra  lane”,  it is important to measure which improves more and
by how much magnitude. This scenario is referred to as joint lane with queue jumper (JL).
EVALUATION METHOD
A stochastic simulation model-based evaluation was performed to accommodate the randomness
in the real world. A microscopic simulation tool VISSIM was utilized to conduct a performance
evaluation on all five scenarios. (11) The simulation network was an isolated intersection based
on the Glebe and Henderson intersection in Arlington County, VA,. USA. Traffic volume and
bus schedule data were collected from the study site. Volume utilized was the morning peak hour
data. The signal timing plan adopted was directly from the study site that only reflected the
current volume with a queue jumper lane. It had not been optimized for other volume scenarios
and bus headways evaluated in this study. Future research may consider the change in timing
plan with the change in traffic volumes, bus headways, and the existence of shared queue
jumper lane. The model had been calibrated to represent the real world. It was achieved by
adjusting the car following model parameters to reach a realistic saturation flow rate at the
intersection. The model was visually examined by the project manager at the division of
transportation in Arlington, VA to ensure the validity of the simulation. In order to access all the
information that will be available in a connected vehicles environment, such as identification
number, coordinates, speeds, and acceleration, a COM interface was added into the VISSIM
model. The COM interface was the tool that made changes in signal phasing in real time during
simulation (12).
To consider the effect of simulation randomness, 10 simulation runs were performed for each
scenario and the MOEs for each scenario were averaged from the output of each of the 10 runs.
Minimum sample size requirement was checked to make sure that sufficient number of
simulation runs was achieved to represent the entire population. Minimum sample size was
calculated using formula recommended by the Virginia Department of Transportation (13) ,
which is:
N = 𝑍 ∗ 𝑆 /(𝑋 ∗ 𝐸)
Where,
Z: Number of standard deviations away from the mean corresponding to the required confidence
level in a normal distribution. In this study, confidence level is set to be 95%.
Ss: Sample standard deviation.
Xs: Sample mean.
E: Tolerable error. In this study, E=10%.
The study intended to evaluate the performance of a queue jumper lane in terms of both bus
driver’s  perspective  and  general  traffic’s  perspective.  Therefore,  performance measures adopted
are bus delay and total delay at the intersection. Sensitivity studies had been conducted on three
parameters: congestion level (i.e., v/c= 0.35, 0.50, 0.7 and 0.9), headway (i.e., 3 min, 5 min, 9
min and 15 min), and right turn volume (i.e., 108, 308, 508, and 708 vph). To be noted, only one
parameter varied at a time. For example, when conducting sensitivity study on congestion level,
bus arrival time followed strictly the bus schedule on site. When headway level varies, the
volume was the current peak hour volume at the intersection.
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Finally, all the differences had been checked for statistical significance. The purpose was to
ensure that all the improvements or adverse effects claimed in the result session are statistically
significant. Paired t-test with two tailed was utilized, since data in comparison was collected
from the same site. Confidence level tested was 95%.

RESULTS
The performances of the 5 different designs of queue jumper bus stop were compared in this
section. They were compared in terms of bus delay and total delay at the intersection. Various
congestion levels, bus headway and right turn volumes were tested to reveal the performance of
QJL under different traffic conditions.
Congestion Level
Various congestion levels were tested here to gain better understanding of the performances of
different queue jumper bus stop designs. The results are shown in Figure 2. Overall, queue
jumper with CV (CV) showed the best performance under various congestion levels. Compared
to no queue jumper condition (NO), it saved bus delay time about 30%. Compared to existing
queue jumper bus stop at Arlington County, the CV saved bus delay about 15%. The results also
proved the value of the existing queue jumper bus stop at Arlington County (i.e., Normal
condition). In general, existing queue jumper saved bus delay about 15%. Joint lane with queue
jumper (JL) showed no statistically significant disadvantage over normal queue jumper lane
(Normal) when v/c ratio is under 0.7. It means adding an extra lane for queue jumper purpose
provides no extra benefit if the site of interest is not highly congested. However, if congestion
level gets close to capacity, queue jump lane fails to function and give normal queue jumper an
advantage of about 13% bus delay saving. This finding is consistent with Zhou (7) that signal
priority without an auxiliary lane would be less effective under congested traffic. Finally, Figure
2 shows that bus delay for NO condition and JL_NO condition demonstrated no statistical
significance throughout various congestion levels. This result also tells that, if without queue
jumper function, adding a bus bay would  have  very  minor  influence  on  bus’  travel  time.  
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Figure 2 Bus delay with various congestion levels.
No statistically significant difference was found on total delay of general traffic among all five
scenarios. The hypothesis that these five scenarios have the same total delay cannot be rejected at
a 95% confidence level. The results are shown in Figure 3. Therefore, adding queue jumper
function had very little impact on general traffic.
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Figure 3 Total delay with various congestion levels.
Headway
The research investigated the performance of different queue jumper bus stops under various
headways. Four headway levels were tested: 3 min, 5 min, 9 min and 15 min. The results are
presented in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Overall, headway did not impact much on bus delay, but did
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impact total delay of all traffic users at the intersection. It makes sense because the smaller the
headway between buses the more interference would be cast on general traffic.
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Figure 4 Bus delay with various headway.
Most scenarios have consistent performance throughout various headway levels, except for joint
lane with queue jumper scenario. When headway was around 9 min, which is the current
headway at the intersection, JL showed similar performance as normal queue jumper. However,
when headway increases or decreases, the benefit of JL would decrease accordingly. It is
possible that for JL, there is an optimal headway level for bus.
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Figure 5 Total delay with various headway.
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For no queue jumper scenario (NO), headway showed no impact on total delay of all traffic users.
While other scenarios showed a negative correlation between total delay and bus headway level.
As shown in Figure 5, the Normal scenario caused the most interference on general traffic. With
CV, total delay was reduced. However, paired t-test revealed that the differences among Normal,
NO and CV were not statistically significant across all headway levels. Therefore, both
conventional queue jumper bus stop (Normal) and queue jumper with CV (CV) caused no
adverse effect on general traffic. To be noted, although all five designs are plotted here in the
same figure, Normal is not the baseline for JL because of their difference in geometry. JL should
be compared against JL_No. As observed in Figure 5, JL caused minor increase on total delay
across all headway levels, except when headway equals to 9 minutes, the other three differences
are statistically significant.
Right Turn Volume
For joint lane scenarios, since buses are using the same lane as the right turning vehicles, it is
possible that the queue jumper function would be influenced by right turn volume. Therefore,
various right turn volume levels were tested. Four volume levels investigated are: 108 vph, 308
vph, 508 vph, and 708 vph.
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Figure 6 Bus delay with various right turn.
The result showed that the benefit of joint lane with queue jumper demonstrates a negative
correlation with right turn volume. As right turn volume increases from 108 vph to 708 vhp, the
delay saving drops from 15% to 9%. Nonetheless, constantly, JL is statistically beneficial to
transit buses.
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Figure 7 Total delay with various right turn.
Joint lane with queue jumper did not increase total delay. The hypothesis that joint lane with and
without queue jumper share the same total delay cannot be rejected at a 95% confidence level.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Transit buses at a near-side bus stop often suffer from significant time loss when trying to merge
back into traffic. Given that most bus stops in urban areas within the US are near-sided, it is
important to help bus merge back to traffic stream more efficiently. Instead of moving near-side
bus stops to far-side, an alternative solution is to add a queue jumper lane to near-side bus stop.
This paper investigated different designs of queue jumper lane bus stop and proposed a new
queue jumper bus stop design utilizing connected vehicle technology.
The study confirmed the value of the existing queue jumper bus stop in Arlington County area
and demonstrated via simulation that the existing queue jumper near-side bus stop in Arlington
County causes no adverse effect on general traffic users. Therefore, in case the bus fleet is not
equipped with CV technology, it is a good option to add an extra queue jumper lane to near-side
bus stop and pair it with head-start green time. A 15% reduction on bus delay is observed even
without connected vehicle technology.
Queue jumper bus stop with CV technology is the most recommended way of adding queue
jumper lane to near-side bus stop. The results demonstrated that queue jumper with CV
technology produced the best benefit of about 30% delay reduction for buses. Queue jumper with
CV produced constant benefit over various congestion levels and bus headway scenarios. In
addition, queue jumper with CV did not cause extra delay to other traffic users. It is important to
note that an extra queue jumper lane is required to secure consistent bus delay savings under
various volume levels. Otherwise, time saving would diminish when the intersection is at near
congestion.
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In case, the geometry on a road does not allow an extra lane for queue jumper or budget is
limited, this paper tested an alternative to turn the right turn lane into a joint lane of right turn
and queue jumper lane. It is discovered that joint lane with queue jumper would function just as
well as queue jumper with extra lane when the road is not congested and headway between buses
is about 9 minutes. In addition, the simulation results showed that right turn volume does have a
negative correlation with queue jumper lane performance. But joint queue jumper lane is always
beneficial under various right turn volume levels, even though queue jumper with joint lane is
sensitive to bus headway. When headway deviates from its optimal level of about 9 minutes, the
benefit of joint-lane queue-jumper lane diminished and eventually failed when traffic is close to
congestion.
The following recommendaionts were made for future research. Firstly, this study investigated
the benefit of adding a queue jumper lane to a near-side bus stop at an isolated intersection. Thus,
future research should look into the effect on progression of a whole corridor. Secondly, the
signal timing plan used in this study was not optimized for other volume scenarios and bus
headways evaluated in this study. Future research should use optimized timing plans with
varying traffic volumes and bus headways.
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ABSTRACT
Transit Signal Priority (TSP) has been studied as a control strategy that offers preferences to
transit vehicles at signalized intersections. This paper presents an enhanced TSP logic based on
Connected Vehicle (CV) technology to address challenges of the previously developed TSPCV
mechanism. The newly strengthened logic, referred to as Transit Signal Priority with Connected
Vehicle Technology Accommodating Multiple Buses (TSPCVM), is capable of accommodating
multiple TSP requests by taking advantage of the two-way communications and additional and
more accurate information enabled from Connected Vehicle technology.
The logic is evaluated in two ways. An analytical approach identifies theoretical
improvement by conducting an exhaustive search to find the best TSP timing plan. A
microscopic simulation approach provides an assessment of realistic improvements of the TSP
logic. It is compared with no TSP (NTSP) and conventional TSP (CTSP) under different
scenarios. The measures of effectiveness used are bus delay and total travel time of all travelers.
The performance of TSPCVM is also compared against conventional TSP (CTSP) under various
congestion levels. The analytical results show that the TSPCVM greatly reduces bus delay at
signalized intersection for all congestion levels considered. A microscopic traffic simulationbased evaluation results also showed that the TSPCVM logic reduces the bus delay between 5%
and 48% compared to the conventional TSP. The range of improvement corresponding to four
different v/c ratios tested, which are 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and 1.0. No negative effects on other traffic
users are observed except when v/c=1.0.
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INTRODUCTION
Transit Signal Priority (TSP) has been applied in many cities in Europe, Asia and North America
(1-3). It refers to a variety of strategies that provide preferences to transit buses at signalized
intersections. It is believed that TSP could reduce bus delay, improve schedule adherence, and
increase road network mobility.
When a transit bus sends out a request as it approaches a traffic signal controlled
intersection, the conventional TSP responds with a simple extension to or early start of the
originally planned green time (2-4). To decide which logic should be used, a quick calculation is
performed on site using a bus arrival time model based on historical data. If the bus is expected
to arrive shortly before the original green time, the green time starts early; and vice versa (5).
This kind of TSP logic is restricted in many ways. Most importantly, because the data fed into
the model is either outdated or not accurate, the bus arrival time forecast could be severely
biased. The inaccurate forecast of the bus arrival time could waste extra TSP green time and
cause unnecessary adverse effects on side streets. Additionally, even with extension and/or early
start, conventional TSP green time can only cover a small portion of a traffic signal cycle.
Therefore, a large portion of buses may not benefit from the TSP.
To properly address these challenges, a next generation TSP logic based on Connected
Vehicle technology (TSPCV) was proposed in (6). This new TSP takes advantage of the
resources provided by Connected Vehicle (CV) technology, including two-way communications
between the bus and the traffic signal controller, accurate bus location detection and prediction
and the number of passengers. The key feature of the proposed TSP logic is the green time reallocation, which moves green time instead of adding extra green time. The TSP was also
designed to be conditional. That is, the delay per person served as the most important criterion
determining whether TSP is to be granted. Based on the simulation results, the proposed TSP
was shown to provide buses with more accuracy and better effectiveness. Furthermore, it
accommodates a higher percentage of transit buses than conventional TSP. Its performance was
compared against the conventional TSP (CTSP) and no-TSP (NTSP) conditions under various
congestion levels. The results show that the TSPCV greatly reduces the bus delay at signalized
intersections without causing statistically significant negative effects on side streets.
Like many other advanced TSP strategies (1, 7-9), the TSPCV was developed to
accommodate one single bus at a time. In case that multiple conflicting TSP requests were made,
the system was designed to serve the first request only. Nevertheless, it was discovered that the
current  “first  come,  first  serve”  way  of  solving  conflicting  priority  requests  not  only  does  no  
benefit but also deteriorates the TSP system. A 13% extra bus delay was observed with firstcome-first-serve strategy compared to no-TSP option (10).
Very few studies have investigated the problem of conflicting TSP requests. Ma et al.
developed two methods accommodating multiple TSP requests, the first is a passive bus priority
for exclusive bus lane that maximizes person capacity (11), the other is using decision tree to
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decide serve sequence (12). He et al. presented a heuristic algorithm which reduces up to 50% of
the  bus  delay  compared  to  the  “first  come  first  serve”  policy  (13). Zlatkovic et al. proposed a
logic which always provides priority first to the direction with the green phase on (10). This
algorithm shows a benefit of more than 30% reduction on traffic light delay. Both algorithms
have  room  to  be  improved.  First  of  all,  He’s  algorithm  is  designed  and  generate  significant  
benefit only during over saturated condition. Secondly, they were both developed for the
condition when only two strategies are applied: “green  extension”  and  “red  truncation”  (5).
These algorithms are not applicable towards complicated TSP strategies like the previously
developed TSPCV logic. Finally, they also lack consideration regarding adverse effect on other
traffic users. Hence, an enhanced TSPCV logic is required which accommodates conflicting TSP
requests while causing no negative effect to other traffic users.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The objectives of this paper are as follows:
1. Enhance the previously developed TSPCV logic in the sense of accommodating multiple
conflicting TSP requests. Since the enhanced TSPCV is capable of dealing with multiple
TSP requests, to distinguish from the previous TSPCV logic, the new logic will be
referred to as TSPCVM.
2. Evaluate the newly upgraded TSPCVM logic.
The remainder of this paper describes the structure of the TSPCVM, presents analytical
and simulation-based evaluation results and findings, and identifies the contributions.
LOGIC ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION
The TSPCVM logic is activated every time a bus sends out a TSP request. When the TSPCVM
logic is called, it will check two criteria before proceeding to TSP timing plan computation. The
first criterion checks whether the bus is behind schedule and the second one verifies whether this
TSP request conflicts with any previously accepted request. If the first criterion is not met, then
no TSP is granted. If the second criterion is not fulfilled, then the logic degrades into the
previously developed TSPCV logic. The bus will be accommodated through the single TSP
request mechanism which is TSPCV. In summary, since the proposed TSP logic is built upon the
previously developed TSPCV logic, several core characteristics are inherited from the previous
logic. First, the cooperation between transit buses and traffic signals is required and enabled.
When a bus approaching an intersection sends a priority request, not only the traffic controller
tries to accommodate the buses, but also the bus needs to travel at a reasonable speed to
minimize the effort from the signal. The bus speed is recommended based on remaining/expected
queue, road geometry and normal signal timing plan. Secondly, the TSP logic proposed is the
green time reallocation, in other words, instead of adding additional green time to the original
timing plan the proposed TSP logic splits the original green time and moves part of it to when
green time is mostly needed by a transit bus. Finally, TSP green time is granted conditionally
based on two criteria which are schedule adherence and delay per person. Many aforementioned
functions are made possible by the Connected Vehicle (CV) technology, including two-way
communications between the bus and the traffic signal controller, accurate bus location detection
and prediction, and the number of passengers. More specific descriptions of the TSPCVM logic
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are discussed in this section. FIGURE displays the architecture of the TSPCVM. The logic is
composed of three major components:
1. Arrival time prediction component, in which arrival time ranges of all buses approaching
the subject intersection are predicted.
2. TSP timing plan and bus speed calculation component, in which, given the arrival time
ranges, the algorithm generates a timing plan that will have minimum impact on general
traffic users and calculates corresponding recommended bus speeds.
3. Logic assessment and implementation component, in which the TSP timing plan will be
compared against the normal signal time (winner overwrites the other) and the
recommended bus speeds will be transmitted to the coming buses.
Detailed information regarding the three components of TSPCV is provided in the
literature (6). The following presents the logic of TSPCVM.
Arrival Time Prediction Component
Every and each time a bus approaches the intersection, this component is activated and predicts
the arrival time for all the buses that are traveling towards the intersection. One of the great
advantages of integrating TSP into a CV system is the two-way communications between road
side equipment (RSE) and traffic users which in this case is the bus. A CV-equipped bus
communicates with traffic signal controllers and is capable of receiving speed instructions. It is
assumed that the desired speed of an approaching bus could vary between 10% above and 20%
below the speed limit. Therefore, the prediction result generated from this component is not a set
of fixed numbers; instead, it is a set of time ranges. The ranges of arrival time are computed for
all the approaching buses for the next step so that the buses can adjust their travel at various
speeds to cooperate with the TSP strategy.
TSP Timing Plan and Bus Speed Calculation Component
This component is called right after the previous arrival time prediction component. It identifies
all buses approaching the intersection and judges whether these TSP requests are conflicting.
Conflicting TSP requests are defined as multiple TSP green time requested within one signal
cycle. If no conflicting request is detected, the logic degrade into the single bus TSPCV logic,
and otherwise, it proceeds to compute the potential TSP green time for all buses. The potential
TSP green time is calculated based on the goal that TSP green is inserted exactly where it is
needed for the duration it is needed. The duration of the TSP green time is determined so that the
queue is cleared before the bus arrives at the intersection. In other words, the bus will catch up
with the end of the queue right at the stop bar of the intersection. The calculation of the real-time
queue length estimation is based on the model developed by Liu (14) which is an extension of
the shock wave theory. The arrival information of other vehicles at the end of the queue is
acquired using connected vehicle technology.
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FIGURE 1 The Structure of TSPCVM
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The cycle length will be the same even when the TSP green is inserted, because the TSP
green time is spliced from the original green time in the direction of the bus. The inserted green
time taken from the certain direction is 100% used in clearing the traffic for that direction.
Therefore, theoretically speaking, not a single second is wasted during the TSP. So strictly
speaking,  the  extra  TSP  green  time  is  “moved”  rather  than  “inserted”  or  “added.”  This  feature  
greatly minimizes the adverse effect compared to the conventional TSP which adds extra green
that no other traffic users except for bus can make use of.
The ranges of predicted bus arrival time are passed on from the last step for TSP timing
plan calculation. Therefore, the corresponding potential TSP green time the computation finds is
a group of ranges of TSP green start time and end time. The number of ranges equals to the
number of conflicting TSP requests. While there will be numerous TSP timing plans depending
on when the buses arrive, the identified potential TSP green time is filtered firstly using the
following rules:
1. A maximum of 2 TSP green time should be granted within one signal cycle. If 3 or more
conflicting TSP requests are made, the algorithm identifies all possible 2-bus pairs and
then accommodates the bus pair associating with the least travel time of all vehicles.
2. If two conflicting TSP buses are traveling towards each other from opposite directions, it
is preferred they travel through the intersection within one single TSP green time.
3. A TSP green time is preferred to start at the end of phase rather than to cut into the
middle of a non-TSP  signal  phase  (for  better  safety  and  drivers’  expectation).
4. If a TSP green has to start in the middle of a phase, it is preferred that the bus travels at
its normal speed.
5. Minimum green time is required for both the TSP green time and the original timing plan.
Based on these rules, the algorithm finds a pool of preferred TSP starts and ends times
from the time range that TSP can possibly start and end while fitting them into an optimization
algorithm. This optimization algorithm is activated every time a TSP request is received, it finds
the value of choice variables TTSPendi to minimize total person delay at the intersection for a preset
time interval. The objective function estimating total person delay can be expressed as follows:
The choice variables include: TTSPend1, TTSPend2…  TTSPendk.
Minimize(  
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Where:
k: The number of conflicting TSP requests
T: cycle length at the intersection
Di: Delay of vehicle i
Dbus_k: Delay of bus k
Occi: Occupancy on vehicle i
Occbus_k: Occupancy on the bus k
Gj_before_k: Green time for phase j (1, 2, or 3) before TSP green granted for bus k
Gj_after_k: Green time for phase j (1, 2, or 3) after TSP green granted for bus k
GTSP_k: TSP green time granted for bus k
Gremain_k: Remaining green time for lane group with bus after taking out the TSP green granted
for bus k
Gmin: minimum green time requirement
TTSPend_k: End time of TSP green granted for bus k
TTSPs_k ：Start time of TSP green granted for bus k
TBAlow_k : Lower bound of bus arrival time range of bus k
TBAup_k : Upper bound of bus arrival time range of bus k
The optimization algorithm finds a set of TSP green time associated with the least delay
of all vehicles. Computation power is not an issue here. Based on the case study performed, the
algorithm can finish within a second. Therefore, implementing this logic on a real time basis is
feasible. Once the timing plan is generated, the recommended bus speeds are computed so that
buses travel through the intersection right after the queues in front are cleared and before TSP
green phases end.
Logic Assessment and Implementation Component
After a TSP timing plan is determined,  the  algorithm  compares  the  “with  TSP”  scenario  against  
the  “normal  timing”  scenario.  Since  the  number  of  passengers  on  board  is  likely  to  be  known  
under the CV environment, person delay performance measure is to be used. The person delay is
calculated for a number of consecutive signal cycles starting from the TSP implemented cycle. In
this study, a TSP timing plan is only implemented when its corresponding person delay is less
than  the  “no  TSP”  scenario.  
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During implementation, two major steps are conducted. First, an instruction is given to a
bus about the desired recommended speed. Second, the signal time is altered to accommodate
TSP green. A possible buffer green time is given to a bus in case a bus is not expected to make it
to the intersection. The TSP green time can be extended up to 5 seconds to accommodate the
random delay.
EVALUATIONS
Study Site
The test network is a VISSIM model of the intersection at Emmet St. and Barracks Rd. in
Charlottesville, VA, as shown in Figure 2. The model had been calibrated to match the real
world. It was achieved by adjusting the car following model parameters to reach a realistic
saturation flow rate at the intersection. The model was also visually examined by the researcher
to ensure the validity of the simulation. Current signal cycle at the intersection is 160 seconds.

FIGURE 2 Study site—Emmet St and Barracks Rd intersection, Charlottesville.
Methodology
Both analytical tests and simulation evaluations have been performed for the proposed TSPCVM
as well as conventional TSP (CTSP) and no TSP (NTSP) cases. The analytical test is based on a
deterministic calculation. It considers all the possible conflicting scenarios and quantifies the
performance by averaging the measurement of effectiveness computed for all these scenarios. On
the other hand, simulation evaluation considers uncertainty due to vehicle interactions and interarrival times. This evaluation better mimics real world and quantifies the performance more
realistically. Both evaluation methods are essential in order to achieve a comprehensive
understanding of the logic. The conventional TSP logic compared here is the first-come-first
serve TSP. It is not only because the first-come-first-serve TSP is the current common practice,
but also because all the aforementioned research use the FCFS TSP as the control group. By
comparing to the same benchmark, the advantage of TSPCVM is clearly presented. The CTSP
grants 10-second extra green time to buses which arrive within 10 seconds of the end of normal
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green time. In case the bus could not make through the intersection within that 10 seconds, CTSP
will add to the previous 10 seconds with up to 5 seconds to accommodate the late arrival. When
multiple TSP requests are made within one signal cycle, only one request is accommodated by
the CTSP. The logic follows the real implementation in the Northern Virginia (15).
All three logic cases are investigated under three scenarios:
1. Two conflicting requests from opposite directions
2. Two conflicting requests from perpendicular directions
3. Three conflicting requests from three directions
The research assumes buses are traveling towards the intersection from three different
directions. All the bus lines are with mid-block bus stops located about 750 feet upstream of the
intersection. With the speed limit of 40 mph, it is assumed buses can travel within the speed
range between 30 mph and 45 mph. The TSP logic is activated when buses pass 0.5 mile
upstream of the intersection. The optimization algorithm minimizes the total person delay at the
intersection for 3 signal cycles. It is noted that three cycles are used to be long enough to capture
residual effects caused by TSP and be short enough not to interfere with another TSP. Three 160second cycles are about the minimum headway between buses. The buses traveling in the system
are assumed with 40 riders and their average dwell time at the bus stops is 30 seconds with 2
seconds standard deviation. These attributes regarding the buses are obtained from an NCHRP
study investigating bus rapid transit (16). The bus dwell time variation is set moderately low,
since the CV technology improves dwell time prediction and minimizes forecast deviation.
The measures of effectiveness (MOE) used are bus delay and total travel time of all
travelers. Bus delay quantifies the effectiveness of various TSP treatments while the total travel
time demonstrates whether any adverse effect is caused.
To consider the effect of simulation randomness, at least 10 simulation runs were
performed for each scenario and the MOEs for each scenario were averaged from the output of
all simulation runs. Minimum sample size requirement was checked to make sure that sufficient
number of simulation runs was achieved to represent the entire population. Minimum sample
size was calculated using the formula recommended by the Virginia Department of
Transportation (17), which is:
N = 𝑍 ∗ 𝑆 /(𝑋 ∗ 𝐸)
Where,
Z: Number of standard deviations away from the mean corresponding to the required confidence
level in a normal distribution. In this study, confidence level is set to be 95%.
Ss: Sample standard deviation.
Xs: Sample mean.
E: Tolerable error. In this study, E=10%.
Finally, all the differences have been checked for statistical significance. The purpose is
to ensure that all the improvements or adverse effects claimed in the result session are
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statistically significant. Paired two tailed T-test with was utilized, since data in comparison was
collected from the same site. Confidence level tested was 95%.
Analytical Test
In order to prove the benefit of TSPCVM on a theoretical level, the performance of TSPCVM
accommodating two conflicting TSP requests is estimated first using analytical analysis. Stop
delay of buses and all other traffic users is calculated using the deterministic computation. In
order for a fair evaluation, all possible TSP activation scenarios need to be considered and
averaged to find the assessment results. Given the cycle length at the intersection is 160 seconds.
Since a TSP can be activated at any given second, and two bus lines are under consideration,
there are 160*160=25600 possible TSP activation situations. Stop delay for bus and all other
traffic users is calculated by averaging these 160*160 situations. All three treatments have been
computed and compared. Field peak-hour volume data is applied, which is near capacity
situation (v/c=0.9). The results are summarized in the Table 1.
TABLE 1 Analytical Assessment on Various TSP Treatments
Delay Per Person
(Opp) (Sec)
Delay Per Person
(Perp) (Sec)
Bus Delay
(Opp) (Sec)
Bus Delay
(Perp) (Sec)

NTSP

CTSP

ITSP

N/TSP

N/C

C/TSP

49.5

49.2

44.3

10.5%

0.8%

9.8%

49.5

49.2

46.0

7.2%

0.7%

6.5%

105.4

99.2

51.8

50.9%

5.9%

47.8%

117.2

109.4

65.4

44.2%

6.6%

40.3%

Table 1 presents the performance of TSPCVM accommodating 2 different kinds of
conflicting TSP requests: two buses coming from opposite directions (Opp) and buses coming
from perpendicular directions (Perp). Both per person delay of all traffic users and bus delay are
compared. It is discovered that TSPCVM is superior over CTSP regardless of conflict conditions
tested in this evaluation. While CTSP showed comparable benefits over two conflicting
scenarios, TSPCVM demonstrated more advantages when buses are coming from opposite
directions. Not only the bus delay is reduced more, delay per person is also minimized in a
greater magnitude. This observation is intuitive because two opposite traveling buses can be
accommodated in a single TSP green. As a result, more bus passengers are provided with
preference at the same time while fewer disturbances are caused to other traffic users. To further
prove this hypothesis, Table 2 is computed.
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TABLE 2 TSP Granting Condition
Perp
count
%
Opp
count
%

Main St
13800
53.9%
Main St 1
11032
43.1%

Minor St
10828
42.3%
Main St 2
9460
37.0%

Both Buses
972
3.8%
Both Buses
5108
20.0%

None
0
0.0%
None
0
0.0%

Table 2 presents the number of TSPCVM granted sorted by TSP type out of the 160*160
different conflicting conditions. The first column is the number of TSP granted only to the bus
traveling on the main street. The second column represents the number of TSP granted only to
the other bus. The third column shows the number of cases that both buses receive TSP. As
shown in Table 2, the likelihood of double accommodation for opposite traveling buses is 20%
which is about 4 times higher than that of the perpendicular traveling buses. This is the reason
why TSPCVM demonstrates more advantage when buses are coming from opposite directions.
In addition, the results also reveal that the TSPCVM logic prefers buses traveling on the
direction with a higher volume level. As a larger portion of buses on the main street are granted
with TSP than that of the buses on the minor street. Given that the volume is slightly higher on
the main street 1 direction than the main street 2 direction, the percentages associated
demonstrate the same relationship. It is intuitive because the TSP green not only provides
preference to the buses, but also let pass the vehicles that are traveling with the bus. The higher
the volume, the greater the benefit will the other traffic users experience, hence the more
likelihood will this TSP plan be executed.
Simulation-based Evaluation in VISSIM
While the analytical test results show significant benefits under the proposed TSPCVM logic, it
does not consider any variability due to vehicle interactions and inter-arrival times. A
microscopic traffic simulator can assess the performance of the proposed TSP under more
plausible conditions. The microscopic simulation software package VISSIM (18) is used to
evaluate the proposed TSP logic under a Connected Vehicle environment. A COM interface is
used to assess information that is available within a Connected Vehicle environment (19). The
evaluation is performed under the assumption that only transit buses are connected to traffic
signal controllers and other traffic users do not have CV equipment. In other words, 0% CV
market penetration except for buses. The end of queue is estimated based on incoming vehicles
and outgoing vehicles at the intersection. Detailed algorithm can be found in the model
developed by Liu (14) which is an extension of the shock wave theory. Therefore, the data
extracted via COM interface is only speed and position of bus, number of passengers on board,
number of potential passenger at the bus stop, number of vehicles passing the intersection and
volume from all four approaches. Also, the COM interface is used to change signal timing plan
during the simulation. All programs are coded in Microsoft EXCEL VBA.
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The simulation test network has been calibrated to better match the real world.
Measurement utilized is saturation flow rate. In order to reduce the saturation flow rate to a
realistic range, the default settings of Wiedemann 74 car following model have been adjusted.
Average standstill distance is raised to 7.5, additive part to 3 and multiplicative part to 4. After
the  parameters’  adjustments,  saturation  flow  rate  is  reduced  to  an  average  of  1838  veh/h/ln.  It is
consistent with the HCM 2010 which states that the saturation flow rate on an urban street
segment is 1800 veh/h/ln (20).
The simulation based evaluations compared all three scenarios:
1. Two conflicting requests from opposite directions
2. Two conflicting requests from perpendicular directions
3. Three conflicting requests from three directions
Each scenario ran at least 10 times with different random seeds. It is ensured that the
results show statistical significance with a 95% confidence level and 5% tolerance error. The
sample size sufficiency is assessed using the formula recommended by the Virginia Department
of Transportation (17).
All the differences shown in the following tables have been checked for statistical
significance. The differences that are NOT significant are underlined and in italics. All other
changes  were  determined  to  be  statistically  significant  at  α=0.05.
Conflicting Requests From Opposite Directions
As noted, the test network is a calibrated model of the intersection at Emmet St. and Barracks Rd.
in Charlottesville, VA. Vehicle volumes and turning movements are actual morning peak-hour
data collected from the site. Bus dwelling time at the stop is 30 seconds average with a standard
deviation of 2 seconds. A pair of transit buses is designed to arrive every 494 seconds. Given the
cycle length is 160 seconds at the intersection; the interval of bus arrival is exactly 3 cycles plus
14 seconds. Also, the headway between the two buses within a pair increases by 14 seconds
every time another pair of buses is generated. This research purposefully designed the offset and
headway to be 14 seconds so that buses within one single simulation run will arrive at different
times relative to signal cycles; hence the simulation result would be less biased.
The results from the simulation based evaluation are shown in TABLE a. Bus delay and
total travel time of all vehicles were summarized and averaged from all simulation runs. The
proposed TSP treatment was compared with NTSP and CTSP conditions and T-test was
performed to validate that all the differences are statistically significant. In sum, the simulation
based results support the findings from the analytical analysis. Compared to the other scenarios,
most significant improvements are observed. The delay of all buses is reduced by 44% compared
to CTSP and 50% compared to NTSP. Delay of all traffic users is slightly minimized as well. An
unbalance of improvement is observed between the two bus lines. Partially, as aforementioned, it
is because the traffic volume travelling the same direction with the second bus line is less. As a
result, the algorithm tends to provide more preference for the bus line 1. The other reason is that
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a larger portion of buses on line 2 arrives during the green phase. Hence, the room for
improvement is less compared to line 1.
TABLE 3a Two Conflicting Requests from Opposite Directions
Bus 1 Delay
(Sec)
Bus 2 Delay
(Sec)
Total Bus
Delay (Sec)
Total Travel
Time (Sec)

TSPCVM

CTSP

NTSP

16.4

38.3

46.6

57.3%

64.9%

24.2

34.2

34.4

29.1%

29.5%

40.6

72.5

81.0

44.0%

49.8%

-5.3%

-5.5%

579802.7

612359.3 613774.1

ITSP/CTSP ITSP/NTSP

Conflicting Requests from Perpendicular Directions
The setting of simulation here is mostly the same as the previous scenario, except that the buses
are now coming from perpendicular directions. Again this research purposefully designed the
offset and headway to be 14 seconds so that buses within one single simulation run will arrive at
different times relative to signal cycles; hence the simulation result would be less biased.
The results from the simulation based evaluation are shown in Table 3b. Bus delay and
total travel time of all vehicles are summarized and averaged from all simulation runs. The
proposed TSP treatment is compared with NTSP and CTSP conditions and t-test was performed.
In summary, the simulation based results support the findings from the analytical analysis. The
delay of all buses is reduced by 31% compared to CTSP and 35% compared to NTSP.
Regardless of the fact that the delay of all traffic users raises slightly, the differences are proven
to be statistically insignificant. Interestingly, buses on the minor street are showing larger
improvement than the buses on the principal street. One major reason is that a larger room of
improvement exists for the minor street buses. Therefore, when being granted with TSP, minor
street buses tend to generate more delay savings. Hence, despite that less portion of minor street
buses receive TSP, more benefit is observed.
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TABLE 3b Two Conflicting Requests from Perpendicular Directions
Main St Bus
Delay (Sec)
Minor St
Bus Delay
(Sec)
Total Bus
Delay (Sec)
Total Travel
Time (Sec)

TSPCVM

CTSP

NTSP

42.0

52.7

53.4

20.4%

21.5%

40.6

66.9

73.2

39.4%

44.6%

82.5

119.6

126.6

31.0%

34.8%

4.0%

3.4%

551599.7

ITSP/CTSP ITSP/NTSP

530469.6 533278.0

Conflicting Requests from Three Directions
The setting of simulation here is mostly consistent as the previous scenario, except that one more
bus line is included in the consideration. The same bus schedule generated in the previous two
scenarios is adopted. The consideration again is to ensure that buses within one single simulation
run will arrive at different times relative to signal cycles; hence the simulation result would be
less biased.
The results from the simulation based evaluation are shown in Table 3c. The magnitude
of improvement is not as significant as the two-conflicting-requests conditions. It is because the
nature of TSPCVM only allows a maximum of two TSP grants at a time. As a result, when more
than two TSP requests are made, at least one bus does not receive TSP treatment. Although this
fact reduces the size of improvement, the results are still showing 18% reduction in bus delay
compared to CTSP and 21% drop compared to NTSP. Again no adverse effect on other traffic
users is caused by TSPCVM. Nevertheless, the TSPCVM does show advantage over CTSP on
total travel time of all traffic users.
TABLE 3c Conflicting Requests from Three Directions
Main St Bus 1
Delay (Sec)
Main St Bus 2
Delay (Sec)
Minor St Bus
Delay (Sec)
Total Bus
Delay (Sec)
Total Travel
Time (Sec)

TSPCVM

CTSP

NTSP

41.7

46.1

49.9

9.5%

16.5%

32.5

34.5

34.7

5.9%

6.5%

50.6

70.8

72.9

28.5%

30.6%

124.8

151.3

157.5

17.6%

20.8%

-1.4%

-0.8%

608602.9

617539.6 613305.6

ITSP/CTSP ITSP/NTSP
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Sensitivity Analysis on Congestion Levels
In order to verify that the findings from the experiment are consistent with various congestion
levels, a sensitivity analysis is conducted comparing TSPCVM against CTSP. Since the field
collected volume data is at v/c ratio 0.9, three other scenarios are tested: v/c=0.5, v/c=0.7 and
v/c=1.0. The results have been presented in Table 4a through Table 6b.
All three scenarios show similar trends with respect to how TSPCVM performs under
various congestion levels. When the congestion level is low, TSPCVM helps reduce bus delays
up to about 44% compared to CTSP. As the congestion level rises, the benefit of TSPCVM
decreases, while no extra delay is caused. This is because the algorithm is designed to be
conditional on person delay. When the volume becomes closer to the capacity, less portion of the
green time will be granted to TSPCVM to prevent TSP from causing extra delay on other
travelers. As a result, the benefit will drop correspondingly, while adverse effects on side streets
would still be kept under a certain level. It is interesting to see that even when v/c ratio equals to
0.9, the benefit of TSPCVM is still significant and drops dramatically when v/c becomes 1.0.
However, even when v/c=1.0, TSPCV is still superior to conventional TSP. Furthermore, the
TSPCVM logic only shows unbalanced preference under near capacity conditions. When v/c
level is low, the improvements observed by different bus line are similar. As the congestion level
rises, the difference in delay saving rises with it. Sometimes, the logic would even sacrifice one
bus line in order to achieve an overall delay reduction.
As shown in Table 4a and Table 4b, the greatest delay reduction is observed when
conflicting TSP requests come from opposite directions. The performance of TSPCVM reacts to
congestion level change the same fashion as described above. Statistically significant total travel
time reduction is observed under all congestion levels tested.
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TABLE 4a Sensitive Analysis for Conflicting Requests from Opposite Directions (Bus
Delay)
v/c =
Main St
Bus 1 Delay
TSPCVM
(Sec)
Main St
Bus 2 Delay
(Sec)
Total Bus
Delay (Sec)
Main St
Bus 1 Delay
CTSP
(Sec)
Main St
Bus 2 Delay
(Sec)
Total Bus
Delay (Sec)
Main St
Improvement Bus 1 Delay
(Sec)
Main St
Bus 2 Delay
(Sec)
Total Bus
Delay (Sec)

0.5

0.7

0.9

1.0

18.1

16.9

16.4

33.0

17.1

17.1

24.2

47.2

35.2

34.1

40.6

80.2

32.5

35.4

38.3

47.1

28.2

29.7

34.2

50.5

60.7

65.1

72.5

97.7

44.4%

52.2%

57.3%

30.1%

39.3%

42.4%

29.1%

6.5%

42.0%

47.7%

44.0%

17.9%

TABLE 4b Sensitive Analysis for Conflicting Requests from Opposite Directions (Total
Delay)
v/c
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.0

TSPCVM
(h)
91.7
122.8
161.1
197.3

CTSP
(h)
93.8
128.5
170.1
204.1

Diff

t-test

2.3%
4.4%
5.3%
3.3%

6.80E-07
7.81E-05
1.84E-07
3.00E-02

Table 5a and Table 5b demonstrate how bus delay savings and total travel time change
with congestion level when conflicting TSP requests come from perpendicular directions. The
performance of TSPCVM mostly reacts to congestion level change the same fashion as described
above. When the volume is at the capacity, the logic sacrifices the bus line on the main street to
achieve overall bus delay improvement. It is discovered that TSPCVM reduces delay for other
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traffic users when v/c= 0.5. No statistically significant adverse effect is observed under all other
congestion levels.
TABLE 5a Sensitive Analysis for Conflicting Requests from Perpendicular Directions (Bus
Delay)

TSPCVM

CTSP

Improvement

v/c =
Main St
Bus Delay
(Sec)
Minor St
Bus Delay
(Sec)
Total Bus
Delay (Sec)
Main St
Bus Delay
(Sec)
Minor St
Bus Delay
(Sec)
Total Bus
Delay (Sec)
Main St
Bus Delay
(Sec)
Minor St
Bus Delay
(Sec)
Total Bus
Delay (Sec)

0.5

0.7

0.9

1.0

24.6

28.9

42.0

71.7

40.0

41.5

40.6

43.7

64.6

70.4

82.5

115.4

43.7

47.6

52.7

54.5

63.9

65.8

66.9

66.9

107.6

113.4

119.6

121.4

43.7%

39.4%

20.4%

-31.5%

37.4%

36.9%

39.4%

34.6%

39.9%

38.0%

31.0%

5.0%

TABLE 5b Sensitive Analysis for Conflicting Requests from Perpendicular Directions
(Total Delay)
v/c =
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.0

TSPCVM
(h)
92.9
132.3
179.9
206.6

CTSP
(h)
96.0
132.2
173.0
206.7

Diff

t-test

3.3%
-0.1%
-4.0%
0.1%

0.0001
0.8938
0.0821
0.9849

Table 6a and Table 6b demonstrate how bus delay savings and total travel time change
with congestion level under three conflicting TSP requests scenario. The performance of
TSPCVM mostly reacts to congestion level change the same fashion as described above. When
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the volume is at the capacity, the logic sacrifices the bus line 1 on the main street to achieve
overall bus delay improvement. No statistically significant adverse effect is observed under all
congestion levels.
TABLE 6a Sensitive Analysis for Conflicting Requests from Three Directions (Bus Delay)
v/c =
Main St
Bus 1 Delay
TSPCVM
(Sec)
Main St
Bus 2 Delay
(Sec)
Minor St
Bus Delay
(Sec)
Total Bus
Delay (Sec)
Main St
Bus 1 Delay
CTSP
(Sec)
Main St
Bus 2 Delay
(Sec)
Minor St
Bus Delay
(Sec)
Total Bus
Delay (Sec)
Main St
Improvement Bus 1 Delay
(Sec)
Main St
Bus 2 Delay
(Sec)
Minor St
Bus Delay
(Sec)
Total Bus
Delay (Sec)

0.5

0.7

0.9

1.0

33.3

37.2

41.7

57.8

25.9

26.8

32.5

47.5

53.3

55.1

50.6

54.3

112.4

119.1

124.8

159.6

36.8

40.8

46.3

51.4

27.6

29.7

34.7

51.4

64.0

66.0

70.0

67.4

124.6

136.5

151.0

170.2

9.6%

8.9%

10.1%

-12.4%

6.4%

9.8%

6.4%

7.6%

16.7%

16.5%

27.7%

19.4%

9.8%

12.8%

17.4%

6.2%
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TABLE 6b Sensitive Analysis for Conflicting Requests from Three Directions (Total Delay)
v/c =
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.0

TSPCVM
(h)
84.2
116.2
169.1
188.4

CTSP
(h)
87.3
120.3
171.8
188.2

Diff

t-test

3.5%
3.4%
1.6%
-0.1%

0.046
0.020
0.088
0.642

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The research fills in the knowledge gap and provides methods to resolve multiple conflicting
TSP requests at an isolated intersection. It overcomes the challenge bore by the conventional
“first  come  first serve”  strategy  and  presents  significant  improvement  on  bus  service  
performance. At the same time, the logic also minimizes the interruption caused by providing
TSP green time, showing promise in reducing cost to implement the system.
The enhanced TSPCVM logic proposed was built upon the foundation of the previously
developed TSPCV logic. It inherits the merits from the TSPCV which are vehicle-infrastructure
cooperation and green time reallocation. These two features greatly increase the portion of TSP
accommodated buses and minimize unused TSP green time. In addition, the improved TSP,
taking advantage of the two-way communications and additional and more accurate information
provided by Connected Vehicle technology, is capable of accommodating multiple conflicting
TSP requests. The logic incorporates an algorithm that prioritizes the buses coming from
different approaches and solves for the premium signal timing that minimizes the total delay at
the intersection. By determining the total number and sequence of the buses accommodated, the
most bus delay is saved while the least total delay of all motorists is achieved. Both analytical
tests and simulation evaluations have been performed to evaluate the TSPCVM logic. The results
show that, when under moderate volume condition, bus delay is reduced by approximately 4050%. Furthermore, its performance is compared against conventional TSP (CTSP) conditions
under various congestion levels and various conflicting conditions. Results demonstrate that the
TSPCVM logic reduces the bus delay between 5% and 48% compared to the conventional TSP.
The range of improvement corresponding to four different v/c ratios is tested, which are 0.5, 0.7,
0.9 and 1.0. Based on the results, it can be concluded that the proposed TSPCVM would greatly
reduce bus delay at signalized intersection, no matter what congestion level and conflicting
condition are.
The effect on other traffic users of TSPCVM was evaluated under various congestion
conditions, including near capacity volume condition. The results show that, under all
circumstances, TSPCVM causes no adverse effect. Hence, TSPCVM minimizes installation and
maintenance cost in the sense that it requires no need for local agencies and DOTs to perform a
study of LOS and/or V/C ratio for potential TSP intersections before installation.
Future research could consider improving the TSP logic in terms of bus progression
through adjacent intersections so that the delay buses saved from one intersection would not be
wasted at downstream intersections. Investigation concerning the field implementation of the
proposed TSP logic is also worth performing.
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ABSTRACT
Transit Signal Priority (TSP) has been studied as a control strategy that offers preferences to
transit vehicles at signalized intersections. This paper presents an enhanced TSP logic based on
Connected Vehicle (CV) technology to address limitations identified in the previously developed
TSPCV mechanism: Globally optimized TSP with Connected Vehicle (GTSPCV). As opposed
to the previously developed TSPCV logic which optimizes bus performance on an individual
intersection basis, the GTSPCV considers the coordination of the intersections and progression
of the bus. Both TSP take advantage of the two-way communications and additional and more
accurate information provided by Connected Vehicle technology.
The logic developed in this research is evaluated both analytical and microscopic traffic
simulation approaches. Both analytical tests and simulation evaluations compared four scenarios:
without TSP (NTSP), conventional TSP (CTSP), Locally optimized TSP with Connected
Vehicle (LTSPCV), and Globally optimized TSP with Connected Vehicle (GTSPCV). The
measures of effectiveness used include bus delay and total travel time of all travelers. The
performance of GTSPCV is compared against conventional TSP (CTSP) conditions under four
congestion levels and five intersection spacing cases. The results show that the GTSPCV greatly
reduces bus delay at signalized intersection for all congestion and spacing levels considered.
Although the LTSPCV is not as efficient as GTSPCV, it still demonstrates sizable improvement
over CTSP. The sensitivity analysis on intersection spacing reveals that, as long as the
intersections are not too closely located, LTSPCV can produce a delay reduction up to 30%.
Simulation based evaluation results show that the GTSPCV logic reduces the bus delay between
35% and 68% compared to the conventional TSP. The range of improvement corresponding to
the four different v/c ratios tested, which are 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and 1.0, respectively. No statistically
significant negative effects are observed except when v/c ratio equals1.0.
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INTRODUCTION
Transit Signal Priority (TSP), or sometimes referred to as bus priority, is a collection of
techniques that provide preference to transit buses at the signalized intersections. By adjusting
the traffic signal plan according to bus arrivals, the delay that transit buses experience at
intersections will be reduced. Therefore, travel time can be reduced to improve the transit service
quality. The technology has been applied in many cities in Europe, Asia and North America. In
the US, Seattle, Portland, Los Angeles, Chicago and several other large cities have all
implemented conventional TSP systems (1).
The TSP that has been installed in all the aforementioned cities is restricted in many ways.
These conventional TSP (CTSP) usually only provides simple strategies like extension to or
early start of the originally planned green time. When a transit bus approaching a signalized
intersection sends out a TSP request, a quick calculation is generally performed on site using a
bus arrival time model based on historical data. If the bus is expected to arrive shortly before the
original green time, the green time starts early; else if the bus is expected to arrive shortly after
the original green time ends, the green time is extended (2). One can expect the performance of
the CTSP is greatly affected by the quality of the historical data. Anyhow, because the data fed
into the model is either outdated or not accurate, the bus arrival time forecast could be severely
biased. The inaccurate forecast of the bus arrival time could lead to the waste of extra TSP green
time and cause unnecessary adverse effects on side streets. Additionally, even with extension
and/or early start, conventional TSP green time can only cover a small portion of a traffic signal
cycle so that a large portion of buses may not benefit from the TSP.
A next generation TSP logic based on Connected Vehicle technology (TSPCV) has been
developed to address the challenges identified in the conventional TSP (3). This new TSP takes
advantage of the resources provided by Connected Vehicle (CV) technology, including two-way
communications between the bus and the traffic signal controller, accurate bus location detection
and prediction, and the number of passengers. The key feature of the previously developed TSP
logic is green time re-allocation, which moves green time instead of adding extra green time. The
TSP was also designed to be conditional. That is, delay per person served as the most important
criterion deciding whether TSP is to be granted. Based on the simulation results, it was
concluded that the TSPCV provided buses with more accuracy and better effectiveness.
Furthermore, it accommodates a higher percentage of transit buses than conventional TSP. Its
performance was compared against conventional TSP (CTSP) and no-TSP (NTSP) conditions
under various congestion levels. The results based on microscopic traffic simulation show that
the TSPCV greatly reduces the bus delay at signalized intersection without causing negative
effects on side streets.
Although, the previously developed TSPCV logic conquers the drawback of CTSP in
many ways, it was under the assumption of an isolated intersection condition. In other words, the
coordination between adjacent intersections is not considered. This particular consideration is
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important because the travel time savings generated at the upstream intersection could not be
maintained if the TSP bus stops at the next intersection due to lack of progression.
In  terms  of  granting  green  time,  conventional  TSP  only  has  two  strategies  that  are  “green  
extension”  and  “red  truncation”  (2). One can expect that if the background timing plan on a
corridor is already coordinated, the granted TSP green progression band would be coordinated by
default. Hence, no extra mechanism needs to be developed in order to maintain the progression
of a CTSP bus along a coordinated corridor. As a result, only one literature is reported regarding
CTSP bus progression on an uncoordinated corridor. The logic of that research is simple, which
is declining TSP requests for buses that cannot make through intersections between two
consecutive bus stops (4). This logic is definitely not applicable to TSPCV mechanism and will
certainly not produce as much as delay savings.
On the other hand, a number of new TSP strategies have been added to the TSP logic
library in order to address the drawback of conventional TSP technology. Green time extension
at other phase transitions with the help of AVL (5), cycle extension during rush hours:
compensation is introduced to limit the adverse effects on the side streets by cutting or skipping
the time from the non-bus phase (6), and finally combining TSP consideration into adaptive
signal control (1, 7). However, as the complication of those newly developed TSP mechanisms
increases, the underlying progression of the CTSP is compromised. Unfortunately, none of these
newly developed TSP mechanisms include the bus progression component to their algorithms.
As a matter of fact, most TSP logic cases were evaluated under one isolated intersection
condition and their performance on a corridor was not investigated.
The purpose of this research is to enhance the previously developed TSPCV logic so that
the coordination between consecutive intersections is explicitly considered. There are two
approaches to realize this coordination:
1. Install the previously developed TSPCV logic on both intersections. Although the
progression is not 100% assured by this solution, it is possible for a sizable portion of
the bus group to be granted green on both intersections and thus maintain the
progression. Since this solution optimizes the timing plan on each individual
intersection basis, it will be referred to as Locally Optimized TSPCV (LTSPCV).
2. Enhance the previously developed TSPCV so that it considers the coordination of the
intersections and progression of the bus. Since this solution optimizes consecutive
intersections as a whole, it will be referred to as Globally Optimized TSPCV
(GTSPCV).
In summary, the objectives of this paper are:
1. Test the performance of the LTSPCV.
2. Develop an optimization algorithm for the GTSPCV.
3. Evaluate the newly developed GTSPCV logic.
The remainder of this paper describes the structure of the enhanced TSPCV, presents
analytical and simulated test results and findings, and identifies the contributions.
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LOGIC ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION
The proposed GTSPCV logic is built upon the foundation of the previously developed TSPCV
logic (3). Hence, several characteristics are inherited from the previous logic. Firstly, the
cooperation between transit buses and traffic signal is required and enabled. When a bus
approaching an intersection sends a priority request, not only the traffic controller tries to
accommodate the buses, but also the bus needs to travel at a reasonable speed to increase the
portion of buses that can be granted with TSP. The bus speed is recommended based on
remaining/expected queue, road geometry and normal signal timing plan. Secondly, as shown in
Figure 1, the TSP logic proposed is the green time reallocation, in other words, instead of adding
additional green time to the original timing plan the proposed TSP logic splits the original green
time and compensates part of it to when green time is mostly needed by a transit bus. This
mechanism makes sure that all the TSP green time is fully used. It is either discharging
remaining queue or letting go the bus. Compared to the conventional TSP, unnecessary TSP
green time is reduced to the minimum.

FIGURE 1 Illustration of green reallocation.
Finally, TSP green time is granted conditionally based on two criteria which are schedule
adherence and delay per person. Connected Vehicle (CV) technology is required to enable twoway communications between the bus and the traffic signal control and provide information,
including accurate bus location detection and prediction, and the number of passengers. Apart
from the aforementioned characteristics, the proposed GTSPCV optimizes TSP timing plan
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globally across all intersections along the corridor of interest and considers the progression of the
bus. Thereafter, the TSP will only be granted unless the bus could travel through the corridor
without impedance and the new timing plan causes no adverse effect to other traffic users at the
same time. Figure 2 displays the architecture of the GTSPCV. The logic is composed of three
major components:
1. Arrival time prediction component, in which the bus arrival time range at the subject
intersection is predicted.
2. TSP timing plan and bus speed calculation component, in which, given the arrival time
range, the algorithm generates a timing plan that will have minimum impact on general
traffic users, and calculates the corresponding recommended bus speed.
3. Logic assessment and implementation component, in which the TSP timing plan will be
compared against the normal signal time (winner overwrites the other) and the
recommended bus speed will be transmitted to the coming bus.
Detailed information regarding the three components of LTSPCV is provided in the literature (3).
The following presents the logic of GTSPCV.
Arrival Time Prediction Component
One of the great advantages of integrating TSP into a CV system is the two-way communications
between the roadside equipment (RSE) and traffic users which in this case is the bus. A CVequipped bus communicates with traffic signal controller and is capable of receiving speed
instructions. Assuming the desired speed of an approaching bus could vary between 10% above
and 20% below the speed limit, then the prediction result generated from this component is not a
fixed number but a time range. The range of arrival time is computed for the next step so that the
bus can adjust its travel at various speeds to cooperate with TSP strategy.
TSP Timing Plan and Bus Speed Calculation Component
The first step of generating an optimum timing plan is to compute a range of TSP green start
time using the arrival time range acquired from the previous component. The TSP green start
time is calculated based on the goal that the TSP green is inserted exactly when it is needed and
for the duration it is needed. The duration of the TSP green time is determined so that the queue
is cleared before the bus arrives at the intersection. In other words, the bus will catch up with the
end of the queue right at the stop bar of the intersection. The calculation of the adopted real-time
queue length estimation is based on the model developed by Liu (8) which is an extension of the
shock wave theory. Vehicle arrival rates at the intersections follow the platoon dispersion model
(9). In other words, when the upstream intersection is discharging the queue (t<t q), then,
𝑄 = 𝑠 (1 − (1 − 𝐹 ) ),
After the queue at the upstream intersection is fully discharged, (t> t q), then,
𝑄 = 𝑠 (1 − (1 − 𝐹 ) ) × (1 − 𝐹 )

,
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Where Qt is the number of vehicles arrive at time t; s is the queue discharging rate at the
upstream intersection; tq is the queue dissipating time at the upstream intersection; F is a
parameter that represents the rate that a platoon disperses over time and space.
It is noted that the cycle length will be the same even when the TSP green is inserted,
because the TSP green time is spliced from the original green time of the direction of the bus. So
strictly  speaking,  the  extra  TSP  green  time  is  “moved”  rather  than  “inserted”  or  “added.”  The  
inserted green time taken from the certain direction is 100% used to clear the traffic for that
direction. Therefore, theoretically speaking, not a single second is wasted during the TSP.
By calling the previous component, a range of bus arrival time is first computed for the
most upstream intersection. Using this time range, the bus arrival time range for the sequential
intersection can be calculated. This same calculation process is applied on all the downstream
intersections. In the end, the predicted bus arrival time is generated as a pack of time ranges. The
number of ranges represents the number of intersections considered. Each time stamp with these
time ranges represents the time the bus leaves that particular intersection. It is also the end of the
TSP green time at that intersection. Based on the mechanism described in previous paragraphs,
this component then finds a corresponding set of ranges of TSP green end time. While there will
be numerous TSP timing plans depending on when the bus arrives, the potential TSP timing
plans are first narrowed down using the following rules:
1. A TSP green time is preferred to start at the end of phase than to cut into the middle of a
non-TSP  signal  phase  (for  better  safety  and  drivers’  expectation)
2. If a TSP green has to start in the middle of a phase, it is preferred that the bus travels at
its normal speed
3. Minimum green time is required for both the TSP green time and the original timing plan.
4. The bus is able to pass all the intersections without impedance. In case bus cannot receive
green (either TSP green or original green) at all the intersections, the TSP time plan is not
implemented.
Based on these rules, the algorithm then finds a pool of preferred TSP start and end times
from the time range that TSP can possibly start and terminate, and then it feeds them into an
optimization algorithm. This optimization algorithm is activated every time a TSP request is
received, and it does an exhaustion search for all the possible TSP start and end time and
calculates total person delay at all the intersections for a predetermined duration of time. The
TSP timing plan with the least total person delay is select as the candidate for the next step. The
objective function estimating total person delay can be expressed as follows:
The choice variables include: TTSPend1, TTSPend2…  TTSPendk.
Minimize  

(  

𝐷 ∗ 𝑂𝑐𝑐 +

𝐷

∗ 𝑂𝑐𝑐

).
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Where:
k: The number of intersections identified that are closely located with each other.
T: cycle length at the intersection
Di: Delay of vehicle i
Dbus: Delay of bus
Occi: Occupancy on vehicle i
Occbus: Occupancy on the bus
Gj_before_k: Green time for phase j (1, 2, or 3) before TSP green at the intersection k
Gj_after_k: Green time for phase j (1, 2, or 3) after TSP green at the intersection k
GTSP_k: TSP green time at the intersection k
Gremain_k: Remaining green time for lane group with bus after taking out the TSP green at the
intersection k
Gmin: minimum green time requirement
TTSPend_k: End time of TSP green at the intersection k
TTSPs_k ：Start time of TSP green at the intersection k
TBAlow_k : Lower bound of bus arrival time range at the intersection k
TBAup_k : Upper bound of bus arrival time range at the intersection k
Once the timing plan is generated, the recommended bus speed could then be computed
so that the bus would travel through the intersection right after the queue ahead is cleared and
before the TSP green phase ends.
Logic Assessment and Implementation Component
After a TSP timing plan is determined, the algorithm will compare  the  “with  TSP”  scenario  
against  the  “normal  timing”  scenario.  Since  the  number  of  passengers  on  board  is  likely  to  be  
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known under the CV environment, the person delay performance measure is to be used. The
person delay is calculated for a predefined duration of time starting from the TSP implemented
cycle. In this study, a TSP timing plan will be only implemented when its corresponding person
delay  is  less  than  the  “no  TSP”  scenario.  
During implementation, two major steps are conducted. First, an instruction is given to a
bus about the desired recommended speed. Second, a buffer green time is possibly given to a bus
in case a bus is not expected to make it through the intersection. The TSP green time would be
extended up to 5 seconds to accommodate the random delay.
EVALUATIONS
Study Site
A study site with two consecutive intersections on Route 50 in Fairfax, Virginia, was selected for
evaluating the proposed logic. The intersections, as presented in Figure 3, are the joints of Route
50 with Sullyfield Cir and Centreville. The site was chosen because the signal timing is
coordinated and has been calibrated shortly before the volume data was collected (10).

FIGURE 3 Study site.
Methodology
Both analytical tests and simulation evaluations have been performed for the proposed GTSPCV
as well as LTSPCV, conventional TSP and no TSP cases. As noted, the test network is a
calibrated VISSIM model of the Route 50 in Fairfax, Virginia, as shown in FIGURE . Vehicle
volumes and turning movements are actual peak-hour data collected from the site. Details
concerning the calibration of the model and data collection process are provided in the literature
(10). To avoid multiple buses, while it is not likely, it is assumed that a bus is traveling EB on
Route 50 with a mid-block bus stop located 750 feet upstream of the first intersection. The speed
limit on Route 50 is 45 mph, therefore, buses are allowed to travel within the speed range
between 35 mph and 50 mph (i.e., between 20% below and 10% above speed limit). The TSP
logic is activated when buses pass 0.5 mile upstream of the first intersection. As aforementioned,
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a duration of time needs to be predefined for person delay calculation. In this case study, a
duration of 3 signal cycle is adopted. It is noted that the three cycles are used to be long enough
to capture residual effects caused by TSP and be short enough to prevent including another TSP
request, given three cycles of 120-second cycle is about the minimum bus headway. Given the
size of the problem, the optimization method used is the simple exhaustive search. When the
number of intersections considered increases, more advanced optimization method may be
considered. For example, the Damped Newton model, Levenbery-Marquardt method, etc.
However, at this moment, the exhaustive search method can already solve the problem within
one tenth of a second. Two assumptions are made for the buses: 1, bus occupancy is 40; 2, dwell
time at bus stops is 30 seconds with 2 seconds standard deviation. The values are adopted from
an NCHRP research regarding bus rapid transit (11). Consider that the CV technology is capable
of providing accurate dwell time prediction; the variation is set to be moderately low.
Both analytical tests and simulation evaluations compared four scenarios: without TSP
(NTSP), conventional TSP (CTSP), Locally optimized TSP with Connected Vehicle (LTSPCV),
and Globally optimized TSP with Connected Vehicle (GTSPCV). The detailed about the
analytical tests and simulation evaluations will be presented in the following sections. The
conventional TSP logic compared here is TSP with AVL and an on board passenger counting
system. In other words, CTSP uses the state-of-the-art TSP plus a more accurate bus arrival time
forecast module. The difference between CTSP and TSPCV is that the logic CTSP utilizes is a
simple one (green extension only) with no cooperative interactions between the bus and the
traffic signal controller. The CTSP will grant 10-second extra green time to buses which arrive
within 10 seconds of the end of normal green time. In case the bus could not make through the
intersection within that 10 seconds, CTSP will add to the previous 10 seconds with up to 5
seconds to accommodate the late arrival. The logic follows the real implementation in the
Northern Virginia (12). The difference between two approaches of TSPCV is that the GTSPCV
considers the coordination of the intersections and progression of the bus while LTSPCV does
not.
The measures of effectiveness used are bus delay and total travel time of all travelers.
Bus delay quantifies the effectiveness of various TSP treatments while the total travel time
demonstrates whether the adverse effect is caused.
To consider the effect of simulation randomness, 20 simulation runs were performed for
each scenario and the MOEs for each scenario were averaged from the output of each of the 20
runs. Minimum sample size requirement was checked to make sure that sufficient number of
simulation runs was achieved to represent the entire population. Minimum sample size was
calculated using the formula recommended by the Virginia Department of Transportation (13),
which is:
N=𝑍 ∗

𝑆
,
(𝑋 ∗ 𝐸 )
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where,
Z: Number of standard deviations away from the mean corresponding to the required confidence
level in a normal distribution. In this study, confidence level is set to be 95%.
Ss: Sample standard deviation.
Xs: Sample mean.
E: Tolerable error. In this study, E=10%.
Finally, all the differences have been checked for statistical significance. The purpose is
to ensure that all the improvements or adverse effects claimed in the result session are
statistically significant. Paired two tailed T-test was utilized, since data in comparison was
collected from the same site, and the confidence level tested was 95%.
Analytical Test
The analytical test is a deterministic calculation that quantifies the performance of the proposed
TSP logic on the theoretical level. Here are all the factors considered. Volume is the average
flow rate collected from the study site during peak hour. Signal timing plan is also adopted from
the current timing plan in the field. Saturation flow rate is the default value adopted from the
Synchro which is 1900 veh/h/ln. Queue length at the stop bar is estimated based on the constant
arrival rate assumption. All possible TSP activation scenarios are considered. The cycle length at
the intersection is 120 seconds. Assuming a TSP can be activated at any given second, there are
120 possible situations. The stop delay for bus is calculated by averaging these 120 situations.
All three treatments have been computed and compared to NTSP condition. Field peak-hour
volume data is applied, which is near capacity situation. The delay savings are summarized in
Table 1.
TABLE 1 Bus Delay Reduction under Various Intersection Spacing

delay (Sec)

Improvements

Distance
(Mile)
LTSPCV
GTSPCV
CTSP
NTSP
LTSPCV
GTSPCV
CTSP

0.14

0.24

0.34

0.44

0.54

33.3
18.8
33.4
36.4
8.6%
48.3%
8.3%

30.4
21.8
33.4
36.4
16.4%
40.0%
8.3%

30.0
13.7
33.4
36.4
17.6%
62.5%
8.3%

26.6
15.2
33.4
36.4
26.8%
58.3%
8.3%

25.4
14.0
33.4
36.4
30.1%
61.7%
8.3%

The current spacing between the two intersections is 0.14 miles. Under such condition,
LTSPCV presents similar improvement as CTSP with a reduction around 8%, while GTSPCV
demonstrates much greater benefit of 48% delay reduction. It is intuitive since the small spacing
of the two intersections significantly reduces the flexibility of the LTSPCV and thus the portion
of buses that is able to receive LTSPCV from both intersections largely decreases. However, one
can expect that, as the spacing increases, the flexibility of LTSPCV will also increase and bring
up the associated bus delay reduction.
Therefore, the research took one step ahead and performed a sensitivity analysis on the
intersection spacing based on deterministic computation. To better demonstrate the results,
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TABLE is interpreted into Figure 4. The results are intuitive to show that the
performance of CTSP is not affected by intersection spacing, since a fixed proportion of buses
receive CTSP treatment. The benefit of LTSPCV is positively correlated with the intersection
spacing. Although LTSPCV shows similar benefit as CTSP under the 0.14-mile-spacing
condition, its advantage over CTSP becomes more obvious as the spacing increases over 0.24
miles. When spacing reaches 0.54 miles, the delay reduction increases to a sizable improvement
of 30% which is almost 4 times the benefit of CTSP. Interestingly, GTSPCV always
demonstrates superior improvement than the other two treatments, no matter what size of the
spacing is. The benefit of GTSPCV grows slightly with the intersection spacing, but it does not
always necessarily maintain a positive correlation. Detailed investigation reveals that the
constraint of minimum green time is a major influencing factor. Despite the fact that the increase
of spacing raises the flexibility on the transit buses, it also changes the pairing of timing plans
from two intersections. As a result, to fulfill the minimum green time requirement, some
previous feasible coordination plans become unfeasible. This is what leads to the decrease in
benefit when intersection spacing increases.

Bus Delay Reduction
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FIGURE 4 Bus delay reduction under various intersection spacing.
Simulation-based Evaluation in VISSIM
While the analytical test results show significant benefits under the proposed TSPCV logic, it
does not consider any variability due to vehicle interactions and inter-arrival times. A
microscopic traffic simulator can assess the performance under more plausible conditions. The
microscopic simulation software package VISSIM (14) is used to evaluate the proposed TSP
logic under a CV environment. A COM interface is used to assess information that would be
available within a CV environment (15). The evaluation is performed under the assumption that
only transit buses are connected to the traffic signal controller and other traffic users do not have
CV equipments. In other words, 0% CV market penetration except for buses. The end of queue
is estimated based on incoming vehicles and outgoing vehicles at the intersection. Detailed
algorithm can be found in the model developed by Liu (8) which is an extension of the shock
wave theory. The input to this algorithm is the average flow rates from all travel directions.
Therefore, the data extracted via COM interface would include speed and position of bus,
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number of passengers on board, number of potential passengers at the bus stop, number of
vehicles passing the intersection and volume from all four approaches. Besides, the COM
interface is used to change the signal timing plan during the simulation. All programs are coded
in Microsoft EXCEL VBA.
As noted, the test network is a calibrated model of 2 consecutive intersections on Route
50 in Fairfax, Virginia. Vehicle volumes and turning movements are actual peak-hour data
collected from the site. Bus dwelling time at the stop is 30 seconds average with a standard
deviation of 2 seconds. A transit bus is designed to arrive every 375 seconds. Given the cycle
length is 120 seconds at the intersection; the interval of bus arrival is exactly 3 cycles plus 15
seconds. This research purposefully designed the offset to be 15 seconds so that buses within one
single simulation run will arrive at different times relative to signal cycles; hence the simulation
results would be less biased.
The simulation based evaluations also compared four scenarios: without TSP (NTSP),
conventional TSP (CTSP), Locally optimized TSP with Connected Vehicle (LTSPCV), and
Globally optimized TSP with Connected Vehicle (GTSPCV). Each scenario ran 20 times with
different random seeds. It is ensured that the results show statistical significance with a 95%
confidence level and 5% tolerance error. The sample size sufficiency is assessed using the
formula recommended by the Virginia Department of Transportation (13). Twenty runs are
sufficient in this case.
The results from the simulation based evaluation are shown in Table 2. The bus delay and
total travel time of all vehicles were summarized and averaged from 20 simulation runs. All three
TSP treatments were compared with NTSP condition and T-test was performed to validate the
differences from a statistical perspective. In summary, the simulation based results support the
findings from the analytical analysis. As two intersections are closely located (0.14 miles),
LTSPCV and CTSP showed minor improvement over NTSP condition while GTSPCV
significantly saved bus delay by 37%. Since the delay savings generated by LTSPCV and CTSP
are not statistically significant, only GTSPCV presented benefit for bus travelling through
closely located intersections under near capacity volume.
The research also collected travel time data for all traffic users which is included in Table
2 as well. It is discovered that GTSPCV and LTSPCV caused a minor adverse effect on other
traffic users. It is because the delay estimation module embedded in the GTSPCV logic could not
accurately predict the effect of the queue-spill-back effect, and the peak-hour data collected from
the field is around the capacity. Hence, some TSP requests are granted regardless of the fact that
extra delay would be caused. However, the effect is minimal (less than 1% increase in travel
time). When translated into delay increase, GTSPCV caused about 1 second delay per person.
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TABLE 2 Simulation Based Assessment on Various TSP Treatments
Bus
%
Total TT
%
delay
Std_Dev
T-test
Std_Dev T-test
saving
(h)
saving
(Sec)
42.4
37.1%
4.5
6.7E-08
256.9
-0.6%
2.9
6.8E-07
GTSPCV
55.9
4.0%
7.2
3.4E-01
256.8
-0.5%
3.3
1.1E-05
LTSPCV
57.4
1.4%
7.8
2.9E-01
254.6
0.3%
2.8
1.8E-01
CTSP
58.1
0.0%
8.3
N/A
255.4
0.0%
2.8
N/A
NTSP
Sensitivity Analysis on Congestion Levels
In order to verify that the findings from the experiment are consistent with various congestion
levels, a sensitivity analysis is conducted. Because LTSPCV cannot perform well under such
close intersection spacing, the sensitivity study on congestion levels is not conducted for
LTSPCV. Since the field collected volume data is at v/c ratio of 1.0, three other scenarios are
tested: v/c=0.5, v/c=0.7 and v/c=0.9. The results have been presented in the Table 3.
TABLE 3 Sensitivity Analysis Concerning Congestion Levels
v/c ratio
0.5
0.7
0.9
1

MOE
Bus Delay
Total TT (h)
Bus Delay
Total TT (h)
Bus Delay
Total TT (h)
Bus Delay
Total TT (h)

CTSP
44.1
122.4
47.8
171.1
52.5
223.5
57.4
253.6

GTSP
28.0
122.2
28.5
171.6
34.3
223.7
42.4
256.9

Difference
-16.1
-0.2
-19.3
0.5
-18.2
0.3
-15.0
3.3

% change
-57.4%
-0.2%
-67.6%
0.3%
-53.1%
0.1%
-35.3%
1.3%

As noted, delay per person at the intersection is a measure that reflects adverse effects
caused by TSP. When examining the results, both CTSP and GTSPCV did not cause additional
person delay at various v/c ratios except when v/c=1.0. But it is consistent with the previous
results that during high volume condition (v/c=1.0), GTSPCV shows minor adverse effect on
other traffic users. However, the results also reveal that, when volume decreases below capacity,
no statistically significant increase in delay was caused by GTSPCV. On the other hand,
significant reduction on the bus delay is generated by applying GTSPCV. To better represent the
results, Table 3 is visualized into the Figure 5.
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FIGURE 5 Bus delay change with various congestion levels.
As demonstrated in FIGURE , when the congestion level is low, GTSPCV would help
reduce bus delays up to about 68% compared to CTSP under VISSIM simulations. As the
congestion level rises, the benefit of GTSPCV decreases, while no extra delay is caused. This is
because the algorithm is designed to be conditional on the person delay. When the volume
becomes closer to the capacity, less portion of the green time will be granted to TSPCV to
prevent TSP from causing extra delay on other travelers. As a result, the benefit would drop
correspondingly, while adverse effects on side streets would still be kept under a certain level.
The only exception happens when v/c ratio rises from 0.5 to 0.7. The reason is similar that the
increase in volume leads to change in queue dissipation time which is eventually bounded by the
minimum green time requirement. Hence, it is likely that more buses have been granted with
GTSPCV under 0.7 v/c ratio than 0.5 v/c ratio.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
To address limitations in the previously developed TSPCV mechanism, an enhanced TSP logic
based on Connected Vehicle technology, GTSPCV, is proposed and evaluated. The research
provides a method to secure the mobility benefit generated by the intelligent TSP logic along a
corridor so that the bus delay saved at an upstream intersection is not wasted at the downstream
intersections. The LTSPCV logic simply applies the previously developed TSPCV mechanism
on each individual intersection, while the GTSPCV considers the coordination of the
intersections and progression of the bus. Both TSP logic cases take advantage of the two-way
communications and additional and more accurate information provided by Connected Vehicle
technology. Based on the simulation results, it can be concluded that the proposed GTSPCV
provides buses with more delay savings. Furthermore, its performance is compared against
conventional TSP (CTSP) conditions under various congestion levels and various intersection
spacing. The results show that the GTSPCV would greatly reduce the bus delay at signalized
intersections for all congestion levels and spacing considered in this paper. Although the
LTSPCV is not as efficient as GTSPCV, it still demonstrated sizable improvement over CTSP.
Sensitivity analysis on intersection spacing reveals that, as long as the intersections are not too
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closely located, LTSPCV can produce a delay reduction up to 30 percent. In addition, LTSPCV
is superior to GTSPCV in terms of the computation burden. Therefore, GTSPCV is suitable for
small networks and produce much more significant benefit, while LTSPCV generates sizable but
less benefit and it is capable of handling much larger networks.
The effect on other traffic users of GTSPCV was evaluated under various congestion
conditions, including near capacity volume condition. The results show that, for congestion
levels below capacity, GTSPCV causes no adverse effect. Although little adverse effects on side
streets are expected when the volume reaches capacity, the delay increase is minor and less than
1 second per person. Hence, it might not be a must for local agencies and DOTs to perform a
study of LOS and/or V/C ratio for potential TSP intersections before installing GTSPCV.
This research evaluated the performance of the proposed TSP logic under the 0% market
penetration condition. The purpose is to show the least improvement. Future research could
consider investigating the improvement of GTSPCV generated with high CV technology
coverage. In addition, the next phase of this research could proceed to consider multiple buses
and multiple corridors, in other words, a TSP logic that accommodates conflicting TSP requests
on a transportation network. This ultimate TSP logic can be embedded with the city traffic
control system and would be able to optimize the transit system performance on an area basis.
This research adopted person delay as one of the condition criteria, other measurements can be
tested in future research, for example, fuel consumption, emissions, etc.
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
It is valuable to test the feasibility of the developed TSPCV system in the field, as it is one of the
few applications that are capable of being implemented in the early stage of connected vehicle
technology roll-out. This document contains detailed information regarding the design of
possible field implementation in the Northern Virginia area. The document is written under the
assumption that DOTs and bus agencies provide permission to install devices onto buses and
make changes to signal controls.
As stated in the previous papers, the developed TSPCV logic has been evaluated successfully
using a microscopic simulation. The logic will then be tested at the Smart Road to ensure the
connected vehicle technology harnessed TSP logic performs as expected on the functional level.
After successful testing on the Smart Road in Blacksburg, VA, the researcher proposes to
implement a real world testing in the Northern Virginia area. The purpose is to confirm the
mechanism developed works under real world condition. The mechanism should work in terms
of both saving bus travel time and minimize adverse effect on other traffic users.
A study site needs to be selected. In order to not interrupt too much on the general traffic, it is
suggested that a two-consecutive-intersection segment shall be chosen as the test bed. Since the
simulation study picked the joints of Route 50 with Sullyfield Cir and Centreville, the same site
is preferred.
DATA
Two bus routes should be selected for the experiment. One route travels on the major street and
the other passes through the minor street. This fashion of selecting bus routes enables possible
perpendicular TSP conflict and three-TSP-request conflict. The fleet should be installed with
data collection devices. The details regarding the devices are provided in the following “devices”
section. Depending on the budget, at least two weeks’  worth of data should be collected. One
week for without TSPCV condition and the other week for with TSPCV condition. This way of
collecting data enables time-of-day and day-of-week comparison so that the before and after
conditions can be compared under similar traffic conditions.
Here are the measurement of effectiveness (MOE) recommended:
Total travel time: The total travel time of all vehicles passing through the study site should be
collected. It is the MOE that quantifies the adverse effect caused by TSP. Bluetooth data could
serve as the data source.
Bus travel time: Bus travel time passing through the study site should be collected. It is the
MOE that quantifies the benefit of the TSP. It could be computed using the bus GPS data
collected.
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Success rate: It is percentage that TSP is successfully implemented. In other words, the
percentage of buses that make through the study site with the help of TSPCV. It demonstrates the
stability of the TSP mechanism.
Other data that should be kept for record include: volume, bus GPS record, communication
record and etc.
SCENARIOS DESIGN
One Bus Scenario
The scenario evaluates the performance of TSPCV dealing with one transit vehicle at an isolated
intersection. The TSPCV will be compared against the Conventional TSP (CTSP) which is
simple green extension. After the data is collected, the MOEs should be compared based on
different traffic conditions (time of the day, day of the week) and various arrival types
(beginning of red, in the middle of the red, end of the red). It is recommended a minimum of 10
data should be collected for each arrival type and traffic condition in order to demonstrate the
improvement generated by TSPCV is statistically significant.
Multiple Conflicting Requests
Three different scenarios will be tested: 1, two requests coming from perpendicular directions; 2,
two requests coming from opposite directions; 3, three conflicting requests coming from three
directions. All the experiment will be conducted on one single intersection.
The TSPCVM will be compared against the conventional TSP (first come first serve). Again,
after the data is collected, the MOEs should be compared based on different traffic conditions
(time of the day, day of the week) and various arrival types (beginning of red, in the middle of
the red, end of the red). Depends on the number of buses take participants in this experiment, the
likelihood of observing multiple conflicting requests varies. If the number of experimental buses
is limited, the researcher proposes to validate the benefit of TSPCV firstly based on results from
“one bus scenario” and “bus progression” scenario. After these results confirm that TSPCV does
save bus travel time and cause no adverse effect, the second step of this research could consider
including more buses and collecting data for a longer period of time in order to observe and
evaluate TSPCVM resolving multiple conflicting requests.
Bus Progression
This scenario evaluates the progression of one TSP bus travelling along two consecutive
intersections. Three different TSP logic types will be compared: GTSPCV, LTSPCV and CTSP.
Again, after the data is collected, the MOEs should be compared based on different traffic
conditions (time of the day, day of the week) and various arrival types (beginning of red, in the
middle of the red, end of the red).
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DEVICES
Communication Devices
The communication devices enable the data exchange process among vehicles, transit buses,
signal and other infrastructures. These devices create a channel to provide the central control
with the states of different involved parties and also send back driving instructions to the transit
buses. Two candidate technologies are presented in the following: Dedicated Short Range
Communication (DSRC) technology and commercial cellular services.
DSRC Technology
Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) technology was developed specifically for
Connected Vehicle initiatives. It refers to communications on a dedicated 5.9 GHz frequency
band reserved using the Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) protocols defined
in the IEEE 1609 standard and its subsidiary parts. It is discovered that DSRC is better suited for
applications requiring high bandwidth and low latency. One major limit of DSRC is its
communication range (less than 1500 ft). For the deployment of the TSPCV, sometimes transit
buses would require longer communication range in order to achieve the optimum time saving.
In that case, additional communication devices or further treatments are needed.
Commercial Cellular Services
With increasing coverage of the “3G” and “4G” cellular network, smart phones are now an
alternative option for communication. The extensive coverage of this network makes it
advantageous for applications needing continuous connectivity over long distance. While, on the
other hand, the network latencies and potential connection drop makes cellular services
potentially problematic for real time V2X applications.
GPS
To realize the connected vehicle environment, GPS needs to be installed on all vehicles,
including buses. It collects information like vehicle speeds, positions, arrival rates, rates of
acceleration and deceleration, queue lengths, and stopped time and so on.
APC System
Automatic Passenger Counting (APC) system needs to be installed on buses to provide the
number of passengers on board.
Blue Tooth Reader
The blue tooth reader shall be installed on all six legs of the study site and on the segment in
between two intersections of interest. It would provide the ID and time stamp a specific vehicle
passing through the blue tooth reader. This information will be used to compute the total travel
time.
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INVOLVED PARTIES
Traffic Signal Control
Controller cabinet needs to be upgraded with roadside equipment (RSE) to enable V2X
communication. The roadside equipment could either be based on DSRC technology or cellular
network. As mention before, each technology has its strength and weaknesses. In case cellular
network is adopted, the effect caused by network latencies and potential connection drop needs
to be tested and quantified. In case DSRC technology is deployed, one can consider equip one
single controller with multiple RSEs to enable detection at further locations and pass back data
through closer located RSEs. As a result, larger distance can be covered by DSRC devices.
A computing engine needs to be placed at the signal control. Therefore, when data and
information is collected and gathered to the signal control, a computation will be performed on
site. Signal plans and suggested speeds for buses are generated and passed on to the interested
parties.
Transit Buses
Transit buses require being equipped with communication devices, GPS and APC system.
During the Transit Signal Priority (TSP) activation, GPS provides the control with states of the
buses, including speed and location, while APC system reports the number of passengers on
board. This information is transmitted to the control via the communication devices. And then,
after the computation is completed at the control, advised speed will also be presented to bus
drivers through the communication devices.
When commercially deployed, a display needs to be installed on the bus as well. User interface
should be developed to demonstrate advisory speed to the driver. For the purpose of the field test,
the advisory speed can be provided to the driver by communicating through walkie talkies.
Other Motorists
As the roll out the connected vehicle technology, it is expected that vehicles will be equipped
with DSRC devices. It enables better estimation and forecast on traffic state, like arrival rates,
queue lengths, and stopped time and so on. However, this developed TSPCV technique can work
fairly well without the installation of DSRC. In that case, loop detector is required to be deployed
on every approach of the intersections of interest. Hence, only arrival rates can be collected and
other data needed will be estimation based on arrival rate.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The value and importance of providing preferences to transit buses at the signalized intersections
have long been recognized by transport agencies and DOTs. However, the concerns of the
uncertainty in TSP’s performance and possible adverse effects associated with implementing
TSP have been holding back the extensive deployment of this particular technique. In light of
this situation, this research advanced the mechanism of TSP logic with a collection of techniques
that can grant TSP to buses with more accuracy, better effectiveness and higher reliability while
causing little adverse effect to other traffic users.
A system of TSP techniques has been invented under the Connected Vehicle environment. The
first stage of the research addressed the problem of providing TSP green to single bus traveling
through an isolated intersection. It laid the foundation for all the subsequent research and is
embedded with the three core innovative concepts of this collection of bus priority strategies.
The first concept is the idea of green time reallocation. Instead of adding additional green time to
the original timing plan the proposed TSP logic splits the original green time and moves part of it
to when green time is mostly needed by a transit bus. Since the green time moved is fully used
on discharging vehicles, the time wasted is mostly avoided and the adverse effect associated is
minimized as well. At the same time, since the TSP green time is able to start mostly any time,
much greater portion of buses can take advantage of the TSP mechanism. The second concept is
the idea that buses could cooperate with signal to perform TSP. By having bus varying its
speed/arrival time, the flexibility of the TSP strategies is further improved. Buses are now able to
avoid arriving during all red phases or during minimum green for other approaches. Furthermore,
the flexibility of bus arrival time also enables the TSP green to start when the least person delay
at the intersection is to be observed. This improvement ensures that almost every single bus is
capable of being granted with TSP. However, they are not always receiving TSP treatment. It
brings up the last but the most important concept that all the TSP is conditional on person delay
of all traffic users. This criterion represents a balance of interest between the public
transportation users and private vehicles. It also prevents the implementation of TSP from
causing adverse effect on other traffic users. All together, the logic is developed for the base TSP
granting condition in order to achieve the maximum bus fleet coverage, maximum bus delay
reduction and least delay for all motorists. The benefit of TSPCV is firstly proven via a
theoretical deterministic analysis. It is demonstrated that TSPCV outperforms CTSP by up to
89.5%. As expected, TSPCV reduces the most bus delay during low volume condition and
benefits become less as volume increases. But even at v/c=1.0 condition, the TSPCV still show
benefit over CTSP by about 47%. For all v/c conditions evaluated, no adverse effect is
discovered. The findings from the theoretical analysis are confirmed via simulation-based
evaluation. Again, four different v/c ratios are tested, which are 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and 1.0. The results
show that the proposed TSP logic reduces bus delay between 9% and 84% compared to
conventional TSP and between 36% and 88% compared to the no TSP condition. Both
theoretical analysis and simulation evaluation show that no significant negative effects are
caused by the proposed TSP logic.
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The second stage of this research developed a logic that resolves conflicting TSP requests at an
isolated intersection. It is built upon the foundation of the TSPCV logic developed in the
previous stage and inherits all three innovative concepts. In addition, the logic incorporates an
algorithm that prioritizes the buses coming from different approaches and solves for a best signal
timing that minimizes the total delay at the intersection. By determining the total number and
sequence of the buses accommodated, the most bus delay is saved while, at the same time, the
total delay of all motorists is minimized. The enhanced logic is evaluated using a theoretical
deterministic computation and simulation-based evaluation. Three conflicting scenarios are
tested: two conflicting requests from opposite directions, two conflicting requests from
perpendicular directions and three conflicting requests from three directions. The theoretical
computation and simulation-based evaluation show consistent results. TSPCVM outperforms
CTSP and reduce bus delay between 5% and 48%. The range of improvement corresponding to
the four different v/c ratios tested, which are 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and 1.0, respectively. Delay reduction
increases as v/c ratio decreases. It is discovered that TSPCVM generates more benefit when
buses are coming from opposite directions. Not only the bus delay is reduced more, delay per
person is also minimized in a greater magnitude. The least improvement is observed when
accommodating three conflicting requests. Both theoretical analysis and simulation evaluation
show that no significant negative effects are caused by the proposed TSP logic.
The third stage of this research solves the problem of maintaining bus progression along a
corridor of interest. Again, it is built upon the foundation of the TSPCV logic developed in the
previous stage and inherits all three innovative concepts. In this case, the algorithm embedded
optimizes the signal time of all intersections along the corridor as a whole. It ensures that the bus
granted with TSP is able to travel through the entire corridor without stopping, and at the same
time, maintains the least total delay of all motorists. This mechanism prevents the benefit buses
receive at one intersection from losing to the next, with the precondition that no adverse effect is
caused. Theoretical analysis reveals that, without the consideration of the bus progression, the
previously developed TSPCV mechanism is able to generate sizable benefit when the spacing
between signals is large. But this benefit declines greatly as the spacing narrows. GTSPCV
always demonstrates superior improvement than the other two treatments for the spacing cases
considered in this study. The benefit of GTSPCV grows slightly with the intersection spacing,
but it does not always necessarily maintain a positive correlation. Sensitivity study on congestion
level is performed for GTSPCV. Four different v/c ratios are tested, which are 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and
1.0. Results show that the GTSPCV logic reduces the bus delay between 35% and 68%
compared to the conventional TSP. The results also show that, for congestion levels below
capacity, GTSPCV causes no adverse effect. Although little adverse effects on side streets are
observed when the volume reaches capacity, the total delay increase is very minor. The
magnitude of this increase is less than 1 second per person.
Finally, the research also presents a technique that it considers the help buses can use to merge
back into the traffic more efficiently from a nearside bus stop. The research provides theoretical
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support for the value of adding queue jumper function to near-side bus stops. It is discovered that
queue jumper bus stop with CV technology is the most recommended way of adding queue
jumper lane to near-side bus stop. This mechanism could reduce up to 30% delay for buses. As
the combination of all four bus priority strategies, this system of TSP technology is now a
complete architecture covering most of the scenarios that buses could possibly encounter on a
road network.
The value of the proposed TSP techniques is showing in many different aspects. First of all, by
implementing these techniques, a much higher percentage of transit buses are able to benefit
from the TSP mechanism which will eventually lead to an improved transit service with less
delay, higher mobility and nicer quality of service. Secondly, the techniques also relieve the
agencies and DOTs from the aforementioned major concern that TSP interrupts the progression
on side streets and cause tremendous delay on other traffic users. Hence, this feature allows
DOTs to save cost for not performing a study of LOS and/or V/C ratio for every potential TSP
intersection before installation. Since local agencies and DOTs do not need to validate potential
TSP intersections for adverse effect before installation, the proposed TSP techniques could save
cost on installation and maintenance. One can expect that, with this newly developed TSP system,
more intersection will be installed with TSP, better riding experience will be achieved, and
higher transit ridership will be observed. All these changes will lead to a mode switch from
private vehicles to public transportations and eventually lighten the burden on the existing road
network and improve the traffic condition. Finally, the proposed technique is one of the few ITS
applications that is capable of being realized in the early stage of the ITS roll-out. The
aforementioned concept is made possible by Connected Vehicle technology which provides twoway communications and additional and more accurate information. In order to achieve the best
performance of this system of TSP technology, it is preferred that all traffic users are equipped
with CV technology. Nevertheless, unlike most of the other Intelligent Transportation System
(ITS) applications, the proposed TSP techniques can produce sizable benefit even when only
buses are equipped. This feature makes the proposed TSP techniques a good start point to
promote ITS system at the early stage of ITS technology deployment.
Future research could consider consolidate all the techniques into an ultimate TSP logic. This
TSP will be able to accommodate multiple conflicting TSP requests for buses traveling on a road
network. This scenario would become more complicated as the maintaining of bus progression
will cause significantly more complications than the isolated intersection scenario. Apart from
that, additional condition criteria could also be tested instead of per person delay, for example,
fuel consumption, emission, etc. In addition, investigation concerning the field implementation
of the proposed TSP techniques is worth performing as well.
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